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ABSTRACT'

Microstructure and Interfacial Properties of Aqueous Mixtures  

by'

Deepti'Ballal'

Understanding the properties of aqueous mixtures has important implications in systems ranging 

from enhanced oil recovery to biochemical processes. While there has been considerable effort 

invested in understanding the bulk properties of aqueous mixtures, very few studies have 

concentrated on their behavior in interfacial systems. Interfacial properties, which are important 

for applications like coatings and chemical separations, are defined by the molecular structuring 

of the fluid at the interface. The goal of this thesis is to understand and alter the wetting of solid 

surfaces by aqueous mixtures. In particular, we study the partitioning of aqueous mixtures of 

polar and non-polar molecules to different surfaces. What makes aqueous mixtures so interesting 

is the hydrogen bonding nature of water that plays very different roles in the partitioning of polar 

and non-polar components of the aqueous mixtures. 

In this thesis, hydrogen bonding is modeled using a thermodynamic perturbation theory due to 

Wertheim. The theory, included in a classical Density Functional Theory framework, is used to 

study the molecular structure and interfacial properties of the system. We extend and apply the 

theory to study a number of aqueous mixtures. Key contributions of this thesis include 

1. Predicting the interfacial properties of aqueous mixtures of short alcohols close to a 

hydrophobic surface  
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2. Extension of the first order perturbation theory to study the competition between intra 

and intermolecular hydrogen bonding of molecules in the presence of an explicit water-

like solvent  

3. Studying the effect of physical conditions and surface chemistry on the wetting of 

different surfaces by water-oil mixtures 

4. Analyzing molecular simulation models for water-alkane interactions through a solubility 

study 
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Chapter'1'

Introduction'

Aqueous solutions play an important role in a wide range of systems varying from biochemical 

processes to enhanced oil recovery. They are interesting also because of the many anomalous 

properties they show, like a maximum in heat capacity of aqueous alcohols and negative 

enthalpy of solution for aqueous hydrocarbon mixtures [1-4]. These anomalous properties are 

attributed in large part to the hydrogen bonding of water, though the role hydrogen bonding plays 

in different aqueous mixtures depends strongly on the chemical nature of the other components 

in the mixture. In aqueous mixtures of polar molecules, there is a competition between hydrogen 

bonds formed with the polar molecules and with other water molecules. But in a mixture with 

non-polar molecules, where water cannot hydrogen bond to the other component, the mixture 

splits (under most conditions) to a water-rich phase and a water-lean phase. Understanding the 

underlying physics of these mixtures is important for both a basic understanding of naturally 

occurring phenomenon and for the design of novel materials. It is difficult to overemphasize the 

importance of understanding hydrogen bonding to describe these aqueous mixtures. In this 

thesis, we attempt to predict the microstructure and thermodynamic properties of aqueous 

mixtures of both polar and non-polar components under different conditions. An essential 

component of predicting properties of aqueous mixtures is having a good model for hydrogen 

bonding. This chapter discusses the importance and challenges in modeling hydrogen bonding 

systems. 
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1.1 Importance'of'Hydrogen'Bonding'

The short-ranged, directional nature of hydrogen bonds causes hydrogen bonding liquids like 

water to have significantly different properties than simple liquids that interact via isotropic 

interactions. For example, the number of nearest neighbors of water is much smaller than the 

average coordination number of simple liquids. Strong hydrogen bonding and low coordination 

number affects the structure and properties of the system and are responsible for the crucial 

anomalous properties of water like the density maximum, high melting and boiling points, and 

high specific heat capacity[5]. Without hydrogen bonding, water would melt at -90°C and boil at 

-80°C [6] and our life on this planet would not have been possible.  

Hydrogen bonding also contributes to the unique secondary and tertiary structure of proteins[7] 

and nucleic acids[8]. Minimization of contact between water and non-polar side chains of 

proteins is a driving force for protein folding. Once folded, the three-dimensional structure is 

stabilized by the intramolecular hydrogen bonds between amino acids. Hydrogen bonding 

between different bases in nucleic acids is a defining factor in the type of helix formed in DNA. 

Looking at these examples, one is struck by the remarkable ability of nature to use the 

directionality and specificity of hydrogen bonding between biological motifs to almost always 

form precise monodisperse structures. An understanding of the biomolecular interactions can 

help inspire the design of novel materials that have specific structures and desired properties. 

Two examples of such novel materials are supramolecular polymers and patchy colloids, both of 

which are characterized by hydrogen bonds between constituent units [9, 10]. These novel 

materials combine the conventional properties of polymers and colloids with the properties of 

network forming liquids. They can thus respond to external stimuli in a way that traditional 
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materials simply cannot. Owing to their directional interactions, these new materials possess 

unique properties with applications in areas such as self-healing materials, biosensors, and 

controlled drug delivery [11, 12].  

While these new materials are promising, we are still a long way from being able to manipulate 

intermolecular interactions in the precise way that nature does. To optimize a bottom up 

approach of engineering novel materials by tailoring intermolecular interactions, it is important 

to have a fundamental understanding of how molecules interact and how the interaction affects 

the system properties. Molecular modeling is a useful tool to study the effect of intermolecular 

interactions on the structure and properties of a system. While modeling complex biomolecules 

is a formidable task, insights can be gained from aqueous mixtures of simpler molecules. 

Theoretical modeling of these relatively simpler systems can greatly increase our understanding 

of how intermolecular interactions affect molecular structure and thermodynamic properties.  

1.2 Theoretical'Modeling'

The aim of molecular modeling is to obtain the macroscopic properties of a system given an 

understanding of the interactions between the molecules by building mathematical models that 

describe the behavior of molecules. Accurate prediction using molecular theories depends on the 

amount of physics incorporated into the model while being simple enough to be computationally 

tractable. Modeling tools have been instrumental in gaining insights into many complex 

systems[13]. Information like the molecular structuring is extremely difficult to get from 

experiments, but can be obtained easily from molecular modeling. Because of the ease of using 

molecular models, they can help quickly scan the large parameter space of the complex systems 

and guide experiments to interesting regions. Another advantage of using molecular theories is 
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applicability in any size range from colloids on the micrometer scale to molecules on the 

angstrom scale. 

One of the first theories to incorporate the physics of intermolecular interactions in a 

mathematical form was the van der Waals equation of state (EOS)[14]. The idea in van der 

Waals theory was to account for the finite volume and attraction of real molecules into the ideal 

gas law. This rather simple idea was a pioneering step that appreciably increased our ability to 

predict fluid properties. Variations of van der Waals’ equation, the different Cubic EOS like 

Peng-Robinsion[15] and Soave-Redlich-Kwong[16] EOS, are still widely used in industry 

because of their ease of applicability. But most of the cubic equations used today improve on the 

van der Waals equations using empirical correlations, the inadequacy of which becomes apparent 

for complex molecules[17]. More molecular-based theories are required for the predictive study 

of complex systems. But what is remarkable about van der Waals’ theory is the idea of 

separation of the repulsive and the attractive part of the interaction between molecules. This 

separation forms the basis of more sophisticated theories for liquids like the mean spherical 

approximation and thermodynamic perturbation theory. The mean spherical approximation, 

which breaks the pair potential into a hard sphere part and an attractive tail, is a highly successful 

closure for the Ornstein-Zernike equation[18]. In perturbation theory, the properties of a system 

are obtained by perturbing a reference system similar to the one of interest but with known 

properties[19]. The most natural choice for the reference system is a repulsive system like the 

hard sphere system since the structure and thermodynamics of a hard sphere system are fairly 

well known from simulations and theory[20-22]. Indeed it has been shown that for a dense 

simple liquid, the repulsion mainly defines the structure of the fluid and the effect of long range 

attractive forces on thermodynamic properties is essentially that of a uniform background 
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potential[23]. Many successful theories for liquids, like the Barker-Hendersen theory[24, 25] and 

Weeks-Chandler-Andersen theory [26, 27], are based on this idea of separation.  

A notable exception to the assumption that repulsion defines the structure of the system is liquids 

with strong attractions like hydrogen bonding[27, 28]. Unlike van der Waals attractions, 

hydrogen bonding does affect the structure of the fluid and has to be included early in the theory 

while describing the structure. This makes the development of a theory for hydrogen bonding 

formidably complex. And this is the reason that theoretical investigation of hydrogen-bonded 

systems was lacking for a long time even when there were sound theories for simple liquids. It is 

worth noting that theories have been developed for aqueous mixtures of non-polar molecules by 

circumventing the need to describe the hydrogen bond. The most successful of these is the theory 

for hydrophobic effect by Pratt and Chandler[29] who used experimental properties and structure 

of water to avoid modeling the hydrogen bond. While it is a clever idea, we believe that for a 

complete description of aqueous mixtures of both non-polar and polar molecules, it is important 

to have theories that can model the hydrogen bond directly. In the next section, we discuss some 

theories that have been developed to describe the hydrogen bond. 

1.3 Theories'for'Hydrogen'Bonding'

One of the first approaches to deal with hydrogen bonding fluids was using a chemical 

equilibrium theory [30-32] where the different bonded complexes are treated as individual 

‘chemical species’ in equilibrium. These different species are then related to one other using 

equilibrium constants. There has been considerable effort to combine the chemical equilibrium 

theory of hydrogen bonding with non-associating equations of state like the van der Waals[33] 

and the perturbed anisotropic chain theory (PACT)[34]. But the problem with this kind of 
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approach is that one must know beforehand all the complexes that will be formed, know their 

activity coefficients and have enough experimental data to fit the large number of equilibrium 

constants[35]. These constraints seriously limit the predictive power of the theory. To have 

predictive power, we need a molecular basis for the theory. But the unique features of hydrogen 

bonds make it a formidable challenge for it to be included in a molecular theory. The short-

ranged, directional nature of the hydrogen bond requires the geometry of the molecules to be 

included early in the development of the theory. For a small fraction of relative positions and 

orientations of two molecules, a hydrogen bond is formed with a bond energy (~5 kcal/mol) that 

is almost an order of magnitude larger than the van der Waals interaction energy. The high bond 

energy requires special care to be taken so that the theory doesn’t give unphysical results[28]. 

The additional constraint of bond saturation of hydrogen bonds requires potential models that 

allow only one bond per hydrogen bonding site. 

One of the first people to construct a sound theoretical framework for hydrogen bonding using 

cluster expansion was Hans Andersen [28, 36]. He developed a thermodynamic perturbation 

theory by splitting the interaction potential into a repulsive reference potential and a hydrogen 

bonding potential which has a large negative value for a small fraction of relative positions and 

orientations of two molecules. Andersen realized the importance of creating a balance between 

the repulsion and the hydrogen bonding to counter the catastrophic increase in hydrogen bonding 

at low temperatures. He exploited the single bonding condition of hydrogen bonds in the form of 

a cancellation theorem which greatly simplified the cluster expansion. He also tried to tame the 

large contributions from hydrogen bonding using renormalization. The hydrogen bond was 

renormalized by the most important contributions to the cluster expansion so that no matter how 

large the hydrogen bonding energy, the renormalized bond was always bound. This 
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renormalization though requires solving a complex combinatorial problem which becomes very 

difficult for more than one site per molecule. 

Høye and Olaussen [37] combined Andersen’s approach with chemical equilibrium ideas to 

study a dimerizing fluid. Their potential model was a little different than Andersen’s in that they 

had an isotropic attractive potential inside the repulsive core which interestingly has similar 

steric repulsion as directional interaction fluids. Their work was notable for two reasons – first 

for the realization that starting with a fugacity expansion is better than density expansion and 

second for the introduction of monomer densities for faster convergence of the cluster expansion. 

These ideas became more obvious in the seminal work of Michael Wertheim who developed a 

thermodynamic perturbation theory for hydrogen bonding in a multi-density formalism [38-41]. 

Like Andersen, Wertheim realized the importance of taming the large hydrogen bonding 

contribution. But instead of a renormalized bond, Wertheim used a multi-density formalism to 

avoid unphysical hydrogen bonding. The extent to which the repulsion is included in the 

hydrogen bonding term is an important characteristic of the theory. The balance between site 

level information and information on the molecule level contributes greatly to the success of the 

theory. Extension of Wertheim’s mutli-density formalism to multiple hydrogen bonding sites 

was much simpler than Andersen’s approach. The elegance of Wertheim’s theory has led to the 

extension of the theory to a variety of systems. Chapman et al.[42-44] extended Wertheim’s 

theory to obtain a closed form solution for mixtures with any number of association sites. They 

also realized that Wertheim’s theory for association can also be used to form chains through sites 

with infinite bonding energy. In the limit of complete association, they formed the associating 

chain equation of state – Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT). SAFT has been modified 

by a number of people like Gross and Sadowski, who used a Barker-Hendersen dispersion term 
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in Perturbed Chain-SAFT [45] and Gil-Villegas et al., who used a variable range for the 

attraction potential in SAFT-Variable Range[46]. SAFT and its modified forms have found 

widespread application in a variety of complex systems like hydrocarbons[47], polymers[48], 

surfactants[49] and asphaltenes[50]. 

Perhaps the biggest advantage of Wertheim’s theory is its easy extension to an inhomogeneous 

form by inclusion into a Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework[43]. Kierlik and 

Rosinberg[51, 52] were the first to implement a polyatomic DFT for both rigid and flexible 

chains based on Wertheim’s thermodynamic perturbation theory. They looked at linear chains 

formed from spheres with infinite association energy using a multi-point density formalism. 

Unfortunately, their solution requires solving a computationally expensive implicit integral 

equation that is of the order of the chain-length. Meanwhile, Segura et al. [53] extended 

Wertheim’s theory to an atomic DFT for associating spheres where they used two different 

approaches for association contribution: (i) application of the association functional as a 

perturbation to the reference fluid and (ii) a weighted density functional theory to a bulk equation 

of state for associating fluids. 

Tripathi and Chapman[54] used the first method of Segura et al. to develop a DFT for 

inhomogeneous polyatomic fluids. Their theory, called the interfacial SAFT (iSAFT) reduces to 

the SAFT equation of state in the homogeneous state with the polyatomic fluid being modeled as 

a mixture of segments in the limit of complete association. Being a segment based DFT, it is 

computationally much faster than other polyatomic DFTs while not compromising on the 

accuracy. Another advantage of iSAFT is the extension to branched chain systems through a 

simple addition of an extra chain forming site at the branching point[55, 56]. iSAFT has been 
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successfully applied to the study of inhomogeneous blends of linear and branched chains[57], 

lipid bilayers and polymer melts[58]. Subsequently, iSAFT was modified by Jain et al.[59] to 

accurately account for the stoichiometry of the segments in a chain. The stoichiometry of 

segments was assumed in the original version of iSAFT while it was rigorously imposed in the 

modified version. Their extension allowed the application of iSAFT to heteronuclear chains of 

varied size segments [60-63]. A large part of this thesis deals with application and extension of 

iSAFT to study bulk and interfacial systems. 

1.4 Thesis'Overview'

The focus of the thesis is to understand the molecular structure and thermodynamic properties of 

different aqueous mixtures. The thesis is divided broadly into two parts – the first part is a study 

of water in a mixture with polar molecules while the second part is a study on aqueous mixtures 

of non-polar molecules. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the potential model used to describe 

the interaction between molecules and also discusses the Density Functional Theory Framework 

to study inhomogeneous systems. It also gives the approximations for the Helmholtz free energy 

as a functional of the spatially variant density. We include a brief description of Wertheim’s 

perturbation theory for association and its extension to iSAFT. Chapters 3 through 5 are 

extensions and applications of the theory for interfacial systems while Chapter 6 is a molecular 

simulation study of bulk properties.  

In Chapter 3, the microstructure and interfacial properties of aqueous mixtures of short alcohols 

is studied. Experimental studies have shown that the addition of a small amount of alcohol 

decreases the interfacial tension of water drastically. This trend in interfacial tension is explained 

by looking at the molecular structure of water and alcohol next to a hydrophobic surface using 
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iSAFT. It is found that the hydrophobic group of an alcohol preferentially goes to the surface 

minimizing the contact of water with the surface and thus decreasing its interfacial tension. For a 

given bulk alcohol concentration, aqueous propanol has a lower interfacial tension than aqueous 

methanol and ethanol. 2-propanol is found to be not as effective in decreasing the interfacial 

tension as 1-propanol because of poor partitioning to the surface due to a larger excluded 

volume. But for a given surface alcohol mole fraction, all the alcohol mixtures give similar 

values for interfacial tension. For separation of alcohol from water, methods that take advantage 

of this high surface mole fraction of alcohol will have an advantage compared to separation 

using the liquid-vapor distillation.  

While Wertheim’s first order thermodynamic perturbation theory does very well for 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding as evidenced by its application to aqueous alcohol mixture in 

Chapter 3, it cannot directly be applied to molecules with intramolecular hydrogen bonding like 

glycols, carboxylic acids and proteins. Competition between intra and intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding is vital to the properties of these systems and neglecting intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding can lead to erroneous predictions. In Chapter 4, we study this competition by extending 

Wertheim’s first order thermodynamic perturbation theory to include intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding of chain molecules in the presence of an explicit water-like solvent. The theory derived 

here is found to be in excellent agreement with molecular simulations. It is shown that 

intramolecular association is most important for shorter chains at low temperature, low density 

and high chain concentration. The theory is also extended into a Density Functional theory 

formalism to study the effect of intramolecular association on the structuring of the different 

segments of the molecules close to a hydrophobic surface. Intramolecular association is found to 
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be enhanced close to the surface with the total density of the system having the most effect on 

structuring close to the surface. 

The second part of the thesis is a study of aqueous mixtures of mainly non-polar molecules. 

Understanding the interactions of water-oil mixtures close to a solid surface (like a rock surface) 

is extremely important in the oil industry. Chapter 5 studies the partitioning of two representative 

water-oil mixtures (water-hexane and water-toluene-asphaltene mixtures) to different surfaces. 

The effect of physical conditions like temperature on the transition from a hydrophobic to 

hydrophilic surface is studied. For a water-hexane mixture close to a gold surface, the hexane-

rich phase wets the surface but the density of water close to the surface increases with 

temperature. A hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition can be brought about by changing the 

surface functionalization (for example by changing oxide concentration on a titanium dioxide 

surface). This transition is found to have an interesting temperature dependence going from 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic to hydrophobic surface with increasing temperature. This is brought 

about the competition between entropic penalty for the water and hexane to be close to the 

surface. For the water-toluene-asphaltene mixture, the asphaltene-rich toluene phase wets a 

hydrophobic gold surface while the asphaltene-lean water phase wets the titanium dioxide. But in 

both the cases, asphaltene preferentially goes towards the water-toluene interface instead of 

adsorbing on the surface. This observation has important implications in the oil industry where 

asphaltene deposition is a major flow assurance concern. 

In Chapter 6, we use Monte Carlo simulations to study water solubility in alkanes, a system of 

great interest in the hydrocarbon industry. Conventional models for water and alkanes fail to 

reproduce experimental properties of water-alkane mixtures. Although non-polar solutes in water 
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have been widely studied, much less work has focused on water in non-polar solvents. Here we 

calculate the solubility of water in different alkanes (methane to dodecane) at ambient conditions 

where the water content in alkanes is very low so that the non-polar water-alkane interactions 

determine solubility. Using the conventional models produces a water solubility that is an order 

of magnitude lower than the experimental value. It is found that an effective water Lennard-

Jones energy !! ! = 220! is required to match the experimental water solubility in alkanes. 

This number is much higher than used in most simulation water models (SPC/E - !! ! =

78.2!!). It is surprising that the interaction energy obtained here is also higher than the water-

alkane interaction energy predicted by studies on solubility of alkanes in water. The reason for 

this high water-alkane interaction energy is not completely understood. Some factors that might 

contribute to the large interaction energy, such as polarizability of alkanes, octupole moment of 

methane and clustering of water at low concentrations in alkanes, are examined. It is found that, 

though important, these factors do not completely explain the anomalously strong attraction 

between alkanes and water observed experimentally. 

Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude with a discussion of the particular contributions of this thesis 

and highlight new directions for future research.  
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Chapter'2'

Theoretical'Modeling'of'Inhomogeneous'Systems'

While there has been considerable effort invested in understanding the bulk properties of 

aqueous mixtures, very few studies have concentrated on their interactions with a solid surface. 

Wetting behavior of aqueous mixtures is important for applications like coatings and shampoos. 

These applications often require the ability to alter the wetting properties of a surface. Most often 

a change in wetting properties is obtained by introducing physical or chemical heterogeneities on 

the surface [64]. But designing surfaces with desired wetting properties becomes complex when 

the liquid involves mixtures of different components in contact with the surface. The partitioning 

of the different components to the surface is decided by a competition between cohesive fluid-

fluid and adhesive fluid-solid forces. To alter the wetting properties of the surface, it is important 

to understand the fluid-fluid and fluid-solid intermolecular interactions and how that affects the 

structuring of the molecules close to the surface which in turn determines the interfacial 

properties. A convenient tool to study the inhomogeneous structuring and properties is the 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework. DFT gives a recipe to go from the microscopic 

view of intermolecular interaction to the macroscopic properties of the system. 

This chapter reviews the theoretical framework used to study inhomogeneous systems. We 

introduce the potential model used to describe the intermolecular interaction, and then define the 

framework of Density Functional Theory and finally we discuss the contributions to the 

Helmholtz Free energy based on the potential model and the approximations made to obtain a 

closed form solution.   
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2.1 Potential'Model'

The potential energy of a system of molecules is approximated as the sum of all pair interactions 

in the system. The effective pair potential, !!", between a pair of unbonded segments i and j at 

positions !! and !! can be broken down into different contributions 

 !!" !!, !! = !!!"!" !!" + !!!"!"" !!" + ! !!",!"!""#$

!∈Γ(!)!∈Γ(!)
!!, !!  2.1 

Here !!" = !! − !!  is the distance between the centers of segments i and j. !!"!" !!"  is the hard 

sphere potential which accounts for the short-ranged repulsion (excluded volume effects)   

 !!"!" !!" = ! ∞, !!" < !!!" !
0, !!!!" !≥ !!" !! 

2.2 

where !!" is the average diameter of the two segments. The long range attraction is approximated 

by a cut-and-shifted Weeks-Chandler-Anderson[26] attraction given by 

 

!!"!"" !!" = !
−!!"!" − !!!"!" !!"!"# ,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" < !!" < !!"!"#!!!!!!!!
!!"!" !!" !− !!"!" !!"!"# ,!!!!!!!!!!"!"# < !!" < !!"!"#!!!!!!
0!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" > !!"!"#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
2.3 

In this study, the minimum  !!"!"# is located at 2 ! ! !!" and the cutoff !!"!"# at 3!!" unless 

otherwise specified. !!"!" is the attraction energy between segments i and j and !!"!" is the Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential given as 

 
!!"!" !!" = 4!!"!"

!!"
!!"

!"
− ! !!"!!"

!
!

2.4 

Finally, the hydrogen bond is modeled with a square well potential interaction of conical 

association sites present near the surface of the hard sphere [65, 66]. Hydrogen bonding occurs 
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when two sites on two different molecules are within a certain distance of each other and are 

oriented in the right direction to imitate the short ranged directional hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen 

bonding potential for two sites A and B on molecules i and j respectively is given by 

 !!",!"!""#$ !!, !! = ! −!!",!"
!""#$ ,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" !< !!!; !!!! < !!!!; !!!! !< !!!!!
0,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"ℎ!"#$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2.5 

!!  is the cutoff distance and !!!is the cutoff angle. !!! is the angle between the line joining the 

centers of molecules i and j the line from the center of molecule i to the center of site A as shown 

in figure 2.1. !!! is defined similarly for site B on molecule j. The double summation in the 

association term in equation (2.1) is over all the association sites on both the segments (Γ(!) and 

Γ(!)). 

 

Figure 2.1. Potential model for association (hydrogen bonding). 

Now that we have defined the potential model for the molecules, we need a framework to go 

from intermolecular interaction to the molecular structure and macroscopic properties of the 

system. Density Functional Theory is a convenient tool to obtain the structuring of molecules in 

an inhomogeneous system. 
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2.2 Density'Functional'Theory'Framework'

We start in a grand canonical ensemble where the chemical potential, volume and temperature 

!,!,!  are held constant. In a grand canonical ensemble, the grand potential Ω ! !  is 

minimum when the system is at equilibrium 

!Ω ! !
!" ! !"#$%$&'$#(

= !0 
2.6 

The grand potential is a functional of density ! !  which varies with spatial coordinates in an 

inhomogeneous system. The grand potential is related to the Helmholtz free energy, ! ! ! , as 

 
Ω ! ! != !! ! ! − !!! !! !! !!!"#$ − !!!"#(!!)!

!

!!!
 

2.7 

The summation is over all components (N) in the system, !! !!  is the density of component i at 

position !! while !!!"#$ is the bulk chemical potential of component i and !!"#(!!) is the external 

potential at point !!. Combining the two equations (2.6) and (2.7), we get 

 !!A ! !
!!! !!

!− ! !!!"#$ − !!!"#(!!)! = 0!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀!!i = 1,N!! 2.8 

Equation (2.8) can be solved for the equilibrium density profile if we have an expression for the 

intrinsic Helmholtz free energy as a functional of the density. Once the equilibrium density 

profile is known, all the other properties of the system can be obtained from standard relations. 

The approximations for the Helmholtz free energy in terms of density needs to account for the 

physics of interactions between molecules and depends on the specifics of the potential model 

adopted to describe the system.  
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2.3 Helmholtz'Free'Energy'Approximation'

Based on the potential model described in Section 2.1, the Helmholtz free energy has the 

following contributions 

!!!!!!! ! ! = !!" ! ! + !!",!! ! ! + !!",!"" ! ! + !!",!""#$ ! ! + !!",!!!"# ! !  2.9 

where !!" ,!!",!!,!!",!"" ,!!",!""#$ !!and !!",!!!"# are the ideal, hard sphere, long range 

attraction, association (hydrogen bonding) and chain contribution to the free energy. The ideal 

free energy is known exactly from statistical mechanics[19] 

 
!!!" ! ! = ! !!!! !! !! !"(!! !! )− !1

!

!!!
 

2.10 

Here ! = 1 !" where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The temperature 

dependent de Broglie wavelength has been neglected in equation (2.10) as it does not affect the 

structure of the fluid. Rosenfeld’s Fundamental Measure Theory is used for the hard sphere 

contribution to the free energy[67]  

 !!!",!! ! ! = ! !!!!Φ!",!![!! !! ] 2.11 

Φ!",!! is the free energy density due to volume exclusion which is a function of the five 

fundamental measures!(!! ! ). The free energy density is given by 

 
Φ!",!! !! ! = !−!! ln 1− !!! + !!!!! − !!!!.!!!!(1− !!!)!

+ !!!!
! − !3!!!!!.!!!
24!(1− !!!)!

 
2.12 

These fundamental measures are defined by weight functions (!!) that define the geometry of 

the molecules 
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 !! ! = ! !!′!! !′ !!(!− !′) 2.13 

There are three fundamental weight functions 

!! ! = !! ! − !!              !! ! = !! ! − !!               !!! ! = !!!! ! − !!  2.14 

and three functions are proportional to these independent functions 

 !! ! = !!! !4!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! = !!! !4!" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! = !!!! !4!"  
2.15 

where ! is the Dirac delta function, ! is the Heaviside step-function and R is the radius of the 

segment.  

Long range attraction is approximated using a mean field theory 

 
!!!",!"" ! ! = ! !!!!!! !!!!"!"" !! − !!! !!! !! !!(!!)

!

!!!

!

!!!
 

2.16 

!! !!  and !!(!!") are the density of segment type i and j at positions !! and !! respectively and 

!!"!"" is given by equation (2.3). Finally, the last part of this chapter discusses Wertheim’s 

thermodynamic perturbation theory and its extension to chains. 

The hydrogen bonding (association) contribution to the free energy in first order is given as[41, 

43]  

 
!A!",!""#$[! ! ] = !!! ! !! !! !"!!!! !! − !!!

! !!
2 + !12

!∈Γ !

!

!!!
 

2.17 

where !!! !!  is the fraction of segment i not bonded at site A at position !!. It is obtained from 

a mass action equation  
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!!! !! = 1
1+ ! !!! ! !! !! !!! !! Δ!"!" !!, !!!∈Γ !!

!!!
 

2.18 

Here Δ!"!" !!, !! = !!"!" !!, !! !!"#!" !!, !!  where !!"!" !!, !!  is the Mayer-f function which is 

equal to !"# −!!!",!"!""#$ !!, !! − 1  and !!"#!" !!, !!  is the reference pair correlation function 

of segments i and j at positions !! and !! respectively. Equation (2.17) and (2.18) can be solved 

simultaneously to get the fraction not bonded and free energy self consistently. The first order 

thermodynamic perturbation theory is described in more detail in Appendix A.  

!!"#!" !!, !!  is calculated as the geometric mean of the value at !! and !! 

 !!"#!" !!, !! = ! !!"#!" !! !! !×!!"#!" !! !!
!/!

 2.19 

Here !! !!  is the weighted density of segment j at position !!  

 !! !! = ! 3
4!!!!

!!
!!!!!! !!!!!

!!!!!(!!) 2.20 

Finally, we need the contribution to the Helmholtz free energy from chain formation. To 

construct a chain of length m, we start with (m-2) segments having two chain forming sites plus 

the two end segments with one chain forming site each. We take the limit of complete 

association (infinite bonding energy) in equation (2.17). In this limit, !!! → 0  which, as Jain et 

al.[55] show, has to be treated exactly for the stoichiometry of the segments in the chain to be 

imposed. They show that for any segment on the chain one can work in the direction of both the 

end segments to get the chain connectivity. They obtain the chain connectivity parameters 

!!! !!  and !!! !!  for the chain defined as 
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!!! !! =
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀!! = 1!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! − !!!"# !!!! Δ!"!,!!! !!, !!!! !!!!!!!!!∀!! = 2…! 

2.21 

And 

!!! !! = !!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! − !!!"# !!!! Δ!"!,!!! !!, !!!! !!!∀!! = 1… (! − 1)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀!! = !!!!!!!!!

 
2.22 

Where 

!! !! = 1
2 ! !!(!!)

!"#!!"#!" !! !!
!!!(!!)

!!!
[!]

!

!

!!!
+ !!"!

!",!"

!!!(!!)
!+ !!"!

!",!""

!!!(!!)
+ !!"!

!",!""#$

!!!(!!)
 

2.23 

And in the limit of complete association (and in first order), equation (2.8) becomes 

!! !! = exp !!!!"#$ exp !! !! − !!!"# !! !!! !! !!! !! !!!!!!∀!i = 1…N! 2.24 

where !!!"#$ = !!!"#$!
!!!  is the sum of chemical potentials of each segment on the chain. 

Equation (2.24) can now be solved to get the density profile of any inhomogeneous system. Here 

the equations are derived in the general form, but while applying to different real molecules, only 

relevant terms are included. For example, the potential model for the non-polar alkanes does not 

include an association term. 
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Chapter'3''

Aqueous'mixtures'of'short'alcohols'close'to'a'hydrophobic'surface'

Aqueous solutions of alcohols are of interest because of their use as industrial solvents for 

separation processes and in fuel cells. They are interesting also because of the many anomalous 

properties they show such as a maximum in heat capacity and a minimum in partial molar 

volume [1, 2, 68, 69]. Alcohols are also the simplest form of amphiphilic molecules having both 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments. Solvation of polar and non-polar segments in water is of 

importance in biomolecular systems and a good understanding of water-alcohol systems can help 

in the better understanding of aqueous solutions of more complex amphiphilic biomolecules 

which are difficult to study. 

Thermodynamics and structure of water-alcohol mixtures are quite different in the water-rich and 

alcohol-rich region [70, 71]. It is believed that the anomalous properties of water-alcohol 

mixtures arise from the structuring of water and alcohol molecules around each other in solution. 

The molecular structure of water and alcohol in solution is not completely understood; both 

water and alcohol form complex hydrogen bonded networks but the presence of hydrophobic 

alkyl groups in alcohols complicate the structuring in the solution. It is known that the mixing of 

water and alcohol is dominated by excess entropy more than excess enthalpy. It was earlier 

thought that the structure of water is enhanced around the hydrophobic segment of the alcohol 

causing the negative excess entropy of the system [69]. But recent scattering experiments have 

shown that there is no enhancement in the structure around the hydrophobic segments of the 
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alcohol [72-75]. The hydrophobic segments cluster together and the anomalous properties of 

water-alcohol mixtures arise from the incomplete mixing of water and alcohol which leaves 

remnant hydrogen bonded networks of water leading to a negative excess entropy [76]. 

Molecular simulations support the idea that polar interactions between water and hydrophilic 

groups in alcohol are as important as hydrophobic interactions in water-alcohol systems [77, 78]. 

A recent experimental study also showed a temperature dependence of hydrophobic hydration in 

alcohol water mixtures with enhanced structure of water around hydrophobic groups of alcohol 

at low temperature but a disordered structure at higher temperatures[79].  

Considerable effort has gone into studying aqueous alcohol mixtures in the bulk, but much less 

has been done for inhomogeneous systems. Understanding the thermodynamics and 

microstructure of aqueous alcohol under the influence of external factors is important for many 

applications for example separation processes. Separation of organic compounds and water is 

traditionally done through distillation or recrystallization techniques which require a lot of 

energy. Separation at an interface where there is a preferential concentration of one of the 

components at the interface might be a less expensive alternative. Recently ultrasonic 

atomization has been used to separate ethanol from water by forming a mist, which is 

concentrated in ethanol, from a vapor-liquid interface[80]. Interestingly, the Japanese have been 

using a similar method to make Saki for hundreds of years. Some of the other methods include 

using a membrane (like PDMS) that is selectively permeable to one component much more than 

the other or the preferential adsorption of alcohols on surfaces (such as hydrophobic zeolites) 

[81]. These different techniques can be optimized for better separation if we have an 

understanding of the partitioning of water and alcohol to the interface[82].  
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Water-alcohol mixtures play an important role in biological systems as well. The melting 

temperature of t-RNA in an aqueous alcohol solution goes through a minimum with increasing 

alcohol concentration [83]. The minimum occurs at a much lower mole fraction of 1-propanol 

than methanol showing the importance of the competing hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

interactions in alcohol. This competition is important in protein structuring as well. Proteins fold 

perfectly into their three dimensional native state in water, but are denatured when put in an 

organic solution like ethanol. It is known that the hydrophobic effect plays an important role in 

stabilizing the native structure of proteins in water [84]. Due to the presence of non-polar groups 

in alcohol, interactions of the amino acids in proteins are significantly different in water and in 

alcohol. In fact, water-ethanol mixtures have been used to establish the hydrophobicity of amino 

acids[85]. Addition of glycerol, which has multiple hydroxyl groups, to water actually stabilizes 

the native structure of proteins further emphasizing the role of opposing hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic interactions[86]. An understanding of the structure of water and alcohol close to 

hydrophobic surfaces would give us insights into the stabilization of the native structure of 

proteins.  

Despite the importance of aqueous alcohol mixtures at solid hydrophobic surfaces, very little 

work has been done there. Most inhomogeneous studies of aqueous mixtures of alcohols tend to 

concentrate on liquid-vapor interfaces[87, 88]. Some studies have looked at the structure of 

aqueous solutions of amphiphilic molecules like alcohols close to hydrophilic surfaces and the 

effect of this structuring on the properties of the system [89, 90]. But structural studies at a 

hydrophobic surface have been mainly for pure water[91]. Water-alcohol mixtures at a 

hydrophobic surface have only been studied for contact angle or structure of droplets [92-94]. 

Interaction between small hydrophobic molecules (like methane) in a mixture of water and 
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ethanol was studied[95]. These studies show that ethanol at low concentration stabilizes the 

structure of water around the hydrophobic methane and the strength of hydrophobic interaction 

decreases with increasing alcohol concentration. There have not been any studies that have 

carefully looked at the molecular structure of water-alcohol solution at a hydrophobic surface 

which is essential to our understanding of biological systems and for optimizing separation. 

In this chapter, we study the microstructure and thermodynamics of aqueous mixtures of a series 

of short alcohols (methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol and 2-propanol) close to a hydrophobic surface. 

The theory has been used previously to model pure water at hydrophobic surfaces and was found 

to predict the structure and properties of water around hydrophobic solutes well [96]. Mixtures of 

water with different polar and non-polar molecules have been modeled in both the bulk and at an 

interface using a SAFT based approach [97-100]. The next section describes the model used for 

the alcohol and water and the theory used to obtain the structure and thermodynamic properties. 

In Section 3.2, we present the results for structure of water and alcohol next to the surface and 

how the hydrogen bonding network changes with the addition of alcohol. We also discuss how 

the structuring affects interfacial tension for the different alcohols. 

3.1 Model'and'Theory'

The intermolecular potential used here is described in equation (2.1) in Section 2.1. Here water is 

modeled as a single sphere with four hydrogen bonding sites while alcohol is modeled as a chain 

of m tangentially bonded spherical segments with two hydrogen bonding sites on one 

hydrophilic segment. There are two types of sites (O and H) for oxygen and hydrogen with only 

unlike sites being able to bond i.e. !!! = 0, !!! = 0,!"#!!!" ≠ 0. Water has four association 
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sites – two O and two H. And the hydrophilic segment of alcohol has two sites – one O and one 

H. Cross parameters for alcohol-water LJ interaction are given by 

 !!" = ! !!!!! 1− !!" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" = !!! + !!2  3.1 

where !! and !! are the alcohol and water energies respectively; while !! and !! are the 

alcohol and water diameters respectively. !!" is the binary interaction parameter for water-

alcohol. For hydrogen bonding, the cross energy uses a simple arithmetic mean and a geometric 

mean is used for the hydrogen bond volume ! . ! = 0.25(1− !!"!!)!!!! !! − !!  is the 

geometric constraint on the sites to be oriented in the right direction and be at the right distance 

from each other. !! and !! are the angle and distance constraints on bond formation and are 

described in Chapter 2. 

The theory to obtain the molecular structure is described in Section 2.2 and 2.3. Equation (2.24) 

is solved iteratively to obtain the equilibrium density profile. Once the equilibrium density 

profile is known, standard relations can be used to calculate the properties of the system. For 

example, the surface tension ! is calculated as 

 ! = !Ω− !Ω!"#$!  3.2 

where Ω is the grand potential of the system, Ω!"#$ is the bulk grand potential and ! is the 

surface area. The grand potential is calculated using equation (2.7) for both the inhomogeneous 

and bulk systems.  

The bonding state of the molecule varying with distance from the surface is another property of 

interest here. Since the theory considers the different sites to be independent of each other the 
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fraction of molecules having different number of bonds can be directly calculated from the 

fraction of molecules not bonded at a site!!!! !  defined by equation (2.18). The fraction of 

alcohol molecules that are monomers (X0), bonded at one site (X1) and bonded at both the sites 

(X2) is given by 

 !! ! = ! !!!"#$!!" !
!
 3.3a 

 !! ! = !2 !!!"#$!!" ! 1− !!!"#$!!" !  3.3b 

 !! ! = ! 1− !!!!"#$!!" !
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3.3c 

The fraction of water molecules not bonded at all (X0), bonded at one site (X1), bonded at two 

sites (X2), bonded at three sites (X3) and bonded at all four sites (X4) can be similarly obtained as 

 !! ! = ! !!!"#$% !
!
 3.4a 

 !! ! = !4 !!!"#$% ! 1− !!!"#$% !
!
 3.4b 

 !! ! = !6 1− !!!!"#$% !
! 1− !!!"#$% !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3.4c 

 !! ! = !4 1− !!!!"#$% !
! 1− !!!"#$% ! ! 3.4d 

 !! ! = ! 1− !!!!"#$% !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3.4e 

3.2 Parameters'

The parameters for the inhomogeneous system are obtained from bulk phase properties, so the 

inhomogeneous properties calculated are purely predictive. There are five pure component 

parameters: chain length (m), segment diameter (σ), long-range attraction energy 

(!!""),!association energy !!""#$ !and bond volume (κ) (table I). Since the alcohol has hydrophilic 
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(segments with hydrogen bonding sites) and hydrophobic segments, the long-range attraction 

energy for the segments would be different due to the presence of polar interactions between 

hydrophilic segments. We assume that !!"" for the hydrophobic segment of an alcohol is the 

same as the long range attraction energy of the corresponding alkane; for example !!""!!"#$%!!"#$ 

for ethanol is obtained from ethane. !!""!!"#$%!!"#$ = 225.5!and!219 for ethanol and propanol 

respectively.   

Table 3.1 Pure component parameters: Chain length (m), segment diameter (σ), attraction energy 

for the hydrophilic segment (εatt/k), association energy (εassoc/k) and bond volume (κ) 

 m σ (Å) εatt/k (K) εassoc/k (K) κ 

Water 1 2.98 305.1 1850 0.0584 

Methanol 1 3.61 303.5 3060 0.02183 

Ethanol 2 3.17 305.2 3028 0.02512 

1-propanol 3 3.1 440 2655 0.01689 

2-propanol 3 3.1 420 2334 0.02512 

Table 3.2 Binary parameter kAW for water-alcohol mixture 

 kAW 

Methanol -0.065 

Ethanol -0.042 

1-Propanol -0.03 

2-Propanol -0.054 
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Methanol is modeled as a single sphere and does not have separate hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

segments. It is not a great model for methanol, but having two different segments would mean 

having a very small segment size. Since the interest here is to study the trends in alcohols 

methanol is modeled with one sphere, ethanol with two spheres and propanol with three spheres. 

!!""!!"#$%!!"!# along with m, σ,!!!""#$ and κ are fit to saturated liquid density and vapor pressure. 

The binary interaction parameter kAW for the different water-alcohol mixtures (table 3.2) are 

obtained by adjusting to the binary phase diagrams (shown in figure 3.1). Water and alcohol 

molecules interact with the hydrophobic surface through an external hard wall potential. 

 

Figure 3.1. x-y phase diagram for water-alcohol systems. Symbols are experimental data[101-103] and 

lines are obtained from theory. Methanol (red diamond), ethanol (green triangle), 1-propanol (black 

square) and 2-propanol (blue circle) 
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3.3 Results'and'Discussion'

This section describes the structure and thermodynamic properties of water-alcohol mixtures at a 

hydrophobic surface. Figure 3.2 shows the interfacial tension for aqueous mixtures of methanol, 

ethanol, 1- and 2-propanol with varying alcohol concentration at 293K and 1atm. Since there is 

no experimental interfacial tension data at a liquid-solid interface for water-alcohol mixtures, we 

compare against interfacial tension for a liquid-vapor interface[104]. Pratt and Chandler made 

the observation that since water dewets a hydrophobic surface, it is as if a vapor layer is present 

between the liquid and the surface. So water at a hydrophobic surface is similar to water at a 

liquid-vapor interface [105, 106]. This should be valid for aqueous alcohol mixtures as well since 

both water and alcohol dewet the surface. The agreement of the theoretical prediction with the 

experimental data is very good. Interfacial tension of pure water is very high compared to 

alcohols and the addition of a small amount of alcohol decreases its interfacial tension 

drastically. A decrease in interfacial tension is also seen by a decrease in the contact angle of a 

water droplet at a hydrophobic surface with the addition of alcohol [92]. The interfacial tension 

of the alcohol mixtures is different at a given alcohol concentration with aqueous methanol 

having the highest interfacial tension and aqueous propanol having the lowest interfacial tension. 

An interesting observation is that at low alcohol concentrations, the 1-propanol mixture has a 

lower interfacial tension than the 2-propanol mixture. The decrease in interfacial tension can be 

explained by looking at the molecular structure of water and alcohol next to the surface. The 

hydrophobic surface interferes with the hydrogen-bonded network of water so it dislikes being 

close to the surface and has a high interfacial tension. Addition of alcohol, which has both 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments, stabilizes the system with the hydrophobic segment of 
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alcohol preferentially going to the hydrophobic surface and the hydrophilic segment facing away 

from the surface, towards bulk water. Molecular simulation studies of a water-ethanol mixture 

close to a PDMS surface also show orientation ordering of ethanol with the hydrophobic segment 

of ethanol facing the surface and hydrophilic segment facing away from the surface [82].   

 

Figure 3.2. Surface tension of alcohol with varying alcohol mole fraction for methanol (red diamond), 

ethanol (green triangle), 1-propanol (black square) and 2-propanol (blue circle). Symbols are 

experimental data[104] and curves are theoretical predictions. 

Figure 3.3 shows the structure of water and ethanol at different mole fractions of ethanol. With 

increasing ethanol concentration, ethanol density close to the surface increases and the maximum 

in its average density moves away from the surface. As ethanol concentration increases, more 

water molecules get displaced from near the surface but the number of molecules getting 

displaced does not increase linearly with bulk ethanol concentration. At low concentrations, a 

large number of water molecules are displaced but as more and more ethanol molecules are 
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added into the system, the surface becomes saturated and further addition of ethanol doesn’t 

change the surface concentration much. This effect can be seen in the interfacial tension curve as 

well with a steep decrease in interfacial tension at low alcohol concentrations, but not much 

decrease at higher concentrations. The presence of the surface affects the properties of the 

system at lower concentrations of alcohol until the surface is saturated with alcohol. Once it is 

saturated, there is little effect of the surface on the properties of the system. 

 
Figure 3.3. Structure of ethanol-water mixture close to a hydrophobic surface for different ethanol 

concentrations. Water density (blue), average ethanol density (black), hydrophobic ethanol segment 

(green) and hydrophilic ethanol segment (red) 
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Figure 3.4 shows the reduced density profile of water with methanol, ethanol, 1- and 2-propanol 

at an alcohol bulk mole fraction of 0.05. As we go from methanol to propanol, the size of the 

hydrophobic group increases while the size of the hydrophilic group remains the same. With the 

alcohols orienting themselves perpendicular to the surface, propanol is most effective in keeping 

the water far from the surface preserving its structure. We can actually draw parallels between 

alcohols and surfactants which are structurally similar to alcohols having hydrophobic and  

Figure 3.4. Density profile for water-alcohol mixtures at a hydrophobic surface normalized to its bulk 

density at xalcohol = 0.05. (a) methanol, (b) ethanol, (c) 2-propanol and (d) 1-propanol. The different curves 

represent the different segments on the chain as shown in the cartoons. 
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hydrophilic groups bonded to each other. For surfactants, increasing the size of the hydrophobic 

tail length (equivalent to going from methanol to propanol) increases the effectiveness of 

surfactant in reducing the interfacial tension[49]. Comparison of the structure of 1- and 2-

propanol is interesting because they both have the same size of hydrophobic group but in 1-

propanol the hydrophilic segment is an end segment while in 2-propanol it is a middle segment. 

At low concentrations, the two hydrophobic segments of 1-propanol can pack the surface well 

keeping the hydrogen bonding network far from the surface. 2-propanol on the other hand has 

both end hydrophobic segments close to the surface (as shown in the cartoon in figure 3.4(c)) 

and there is stronger excluded volume effects causing fewer 2-propanol molecules to go to the 

surface. So the concentration of 2-propanol at the surface is lower than that of 1-propanol despite 

having the same concentration in the bulk. The fact that 1-propanol has a lower interfacial 

tension is not surprising if we compare it to surfactants. It is known that a higher bulk 

concentration of two tail surfactants (which has a structure like 2-propanol) is required to achieve 

the same interfacial tension as a one tail surfactant (which has a structure like 1-propanol) [49, 

107]. 

Another way of looking at the effect of structuring on the properties is by plotting the interfacial 

tension varying with surface mole fraction. We define the surface mole fraction of the alcohols 

as the average mole fraction of the alcohol in the first three alcohol molecular layers next to the 

hydrophobic surface (~10 Å). It is worth noting that the surface mole fraction is sensitive to the 

region defined as the surface region and increasing the surface region decreases the surface mole 

fraction. Figure 3.5 shows interfacial tension curves for the different alcohols almost overlap 

with one another implying that for a given mole fraction of alcohol, the different alcohol 

mixtures have similar values of interfacial tension. It is important to recognize that this trend is 
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not true for interfacial tension varying with the number of alcohol molecules at the surface 

(surface loading) but with the mole fraction of alcohols at the surface. Increasing the mole 

fraction of alcohol not only means an increase in the number of alcohol molecules but also a 

decrease in water molecules. So it is important to know how the alcohol molecules partition to 

the surface and how effective they are in keeping water molecules away from the surface.  

 

Figure 3.5. Interfacial tension varying with surface mole fraction. Color scheme is the same as figure 3.3. 

The effectiveness of the alcohols in displacing water molecules close to the hydrophobic surface 

and reducing unfavorable interactions of water with the surface can be seen in figure 3.6. The 

figure on the left (figure 3.6(a)) is the average alcohol density reduced by the average bulk 

density of the alcohol at a bulk alcohol mole fraction of 0.05. Since the size of a methanol 

molecule is small, its average density is very high close to the surface. As the size of the alcohol 

chain molecule increases, the maximum in its average density moves away from the surface. The 

number of molecules going to the surface also decreases since the number of configurations 
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these chain molecules can take decreases close to the surface and there is a larger penalty to be 

next to the surface. Since 2-propanol has both end hydrophobic segments pointing towards the 

surface its maximum in average density is closer to the surface than 1-propanol. The figure on 

the right shows the water density profiles reduced by bulk water density with these different 

alcohols (figure 3.6b). For water, when there is no alcohol, its density profile is close to the 

surface (gray dotted curve); addition of alcohol pushes the water density profile away from the 

surface. Even though the number density of propanol is lower than methanol, the volume 

occupied by the propanol molecules is higher and so it is more effective in displacing the water 

away from the surface. Even though methanol has the highest number density close to the 

surface, it still has a low surface concentration. The trend in distance of the density profile of 

water in a mixture with different alcohols is the same as the trend in interfacial tension of the 

different alcohol mixtures. 

 

Figure 3.6. Normalized average alcohol (left) and water density (right) ! !!"#$  for the different 

alcohols at an alcohol mole fraction x = 0.05; methanol (red), ethanol (green), 2-propanol (blue) and 1-

propanol (black). The gray dotted curve in (b) is the normalized density for pure water (with no alcohol) 
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Surface concentration is an important quantity for separation processes since the interest there is 

in the alcohol preferentially going to the surface. Figure 3.7 shows the surface mole fraction 

versus the bulk mole fraction of ethanol as predicted by theory (solid line) at 303K. The surface 

mole fraction of ethanol is high even for low bulk mole fractions showing a preferential 

adsorption of ethanol at the surface. The dotted line is the vapor mole fraction versus the liquid 

mole fraction (x-y diagram) for a vapor-liquid equilibrium system. A higher surface mole 

fraction of ethanol compared to its mole fraction in the vapor indicates that a technique to harvest 

the surface layer could provide a larger separation of ethanol as compared to what is obtained in 

the vapor. The dots are experimental results for the mole fraction of ethanol in the mist, obtained 

from a liquid-vapor interface by ‘ultrasonic separation’, versus its bulk mole fraction in the 

liquid [80]. Since the mist is comprised of droplets obtained from the vapor-liquid interface, it is 

similar to a surface mole fraction and compares well with the surface mole fraction calculated 

theoretically here. At low alcohol concentrations, the ultrasonic separation is similar to the vapor 

liquid equilibrium curve but at higher alcohol concentrations it follows the curve for surface 

concentration at a hydrophobic surface. It is interesting to note that this transition occurs at 

around the same concentration where the interfacial tension curve flattens out. It might point 

towards the fact that at higher concentrations of alcohol, the mist droplets have enough alcohol to 

stabilize the droplet and hence it resembles the concentration curve of a water-alcohol mixture at 

a hydrophobic surface. The correlation between droplet size, concentration of alcohol required to 

stabilize the droplet and the interfacial tension is an interesting observation and needs to be 

studied further.  
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Figure 3.7. Surface mole fraction of ethanol versus bulk ethanol mole fraction. The solid curve is the 

theoretical prediction, dotted curve is the vapor-liquid equilibrium curve and the symbols are mole 

fraction in the mist obtained from ultrasonic separation. 

Figure 3.8 compares the surface mole fraction (solid curves) of the different alcohols with their 

vapor-liquid coexistence curves (dotted curves) at 293K and 1atm. As the chain length increases, 

the vapor pressure of the molecule decreases and it becomes harder for the molecule to go into 

the vapor phase. And so the y-x curve shifts downwards as we go from methanol to propanol. 

But the surface mole fraction has the opposite trend with the surface mole fraction increasing 

from methanol to propanol since propanol can displace more water at the interface. So for 

methanol, the vapor mole fraction is higher than the surface mole fraction but the advantage of 

using the surface over liquid-vapor interface for separation becomes apparent for ethanol and 

propanol with the highest difference being for 1-propanol.  
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Figure 3.8. Surface mole fraction of alcohol. Methanol (red), ethanol (green), 1-propanol (black) and 2-

propanol (blue). Solid curves are surface mole fraction and dotted curves are vapor-liquid equilibrium 

An important feature of the water-alcohol systems is its hydrogen bonding structure. Figure 3.9 

shows the fraction of water molecules in the mixture that are not bonded at all (X0), bonded at 

one site (X1), bonded at two sites (X2), bonded at three sites (X3) and bonded at all four sites (X4) 

varying with distance from the surface at a bulk alcohol mole fraction of 0.05. This bonding 

fraction includes water molecules bonded to other water molecules and to alcohol molecules. 

Since water can form up to four hydrogen bonds, its bonding network is severely affected by the 

presence of a hydrophobic surface. Far away from the surface, 75% of the water molecules are 

bonded at all four sites whereas close to the surface the fraction of molecules that are bonded at 

all four sites is close to zero. Water thus pays a huge entropic penalty to be close to the surface. 

The success of alcohol in preserving the hydrogen-bonded network of water depends on the 

structuring of the molecules in the mixture. Most water molecules in the mixture with methanol 

are at least bonded at one site since both water and methanol segments are present close to the 
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surface (figure 3.9(a)). This is in strong contrast to the water in a mixture with 1-propanol where 

about 83% of water molecules in contact with the surface are not bonded at all (figure 3.9(d)). 

Since the two hydrophobic segments of 1-propanol go towards the surface and displace most of 

the water molecules, a water molecule present close to the surface is unable to form any 

hydrogen bonds. Comparing 1-propanol and 2-propanol, the peaks in X1, X2 and X3 occurs 

closer to the surface in 2-propanol than in 1-propanol since the water molecules and the 

hydrophilic segments of 2-propanol are present closer to the surface.  

 
Figure 3.9. Hydrogen bonding in water at an alcohol mole fraction of 0.05. Fraction of water molecules 

not bonded at all (X0), bonded at one site(X1), two sites (X2), three sites (X3) and four sites (X4). Water in 

a mixture with (a) methanol, (b) ethanol, (c) 2-propanol and (d) 1-propanol 
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Figure 3.10 shows the fraction of alcohol molecules that are monomers (X0), bonded at one site 

(X1) and bonded at both sites (X2) varying with distance from the surface at a bulk alcohol mole 

fraction of 0.05.  For methanol, most of the molecules close to the surface are bonded at both 

sites. Even for ethanol, most hydrophilic segments are bonded either at one (X1) or both sites 

(X2). But for 1- and 2-propanol, a large fraction of hydrophilic segments close to the surface are 

not bonded at all since that region contains mainly hydrophobic segments. It should be noted that  

 

Figure 3.10. Hydrogen bonding in alcohol at an alcohol mole fraction of 0.05. Fraction of alcohol 

molecules not bonded at all (X0), bonded at one site (X1) and bonded at both sites (X2). (a) methanol, (b) 

ethanol, (c) 2-propanol and (d) 1-propanol 
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though the fraction of alcohol monomers close to the surface is large, the density of the 

hydrophilic segment of the alcohol is very small in this region and so the density of monomers 

would be very small.  

The next step would be to look at the structuring of the segments in aqueous mixtures of multiple 

alcohols. An example is shown in figure 3.11 which shows the structuring of the different 

segments in an aqueous mixture of 1- and 2-propanol (x1-propanol = x2-propanol = 0.05). Density of 1-

propanol (solid curve) is higher than 2-propanol (dotted curve) close to the surface again 

showing better partitioning of 1-propanol to the surface. 1-propanol also spreads out more next 

to the surface as compared to 2-propanol (the density profile for the two hydrophobic segments 

of 2-propanol lie on top of each other because of the symmetry in the molecule). The value of  

 

Figure 3.11. Structure of aqueous mixture of 1- and 2-propanol where the mole fraction of both 1- and 2-

propanol is 0.05 each. The solid lines are 1-propanol density and the dotted lines are 2-propanol density. 

The color scheme is the same as figure 3.5. The inset shows the same mixture zoomed out to show the 

water profile. 
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interfacial tension of this mixture is between the individual interfacial tensions of the aqueous 

mixtures of 1-propanol and 2-propanol at the same alcohol concentration. 

3.4 Conclusions'

We have studied the molecular structure and interfacial properties of aqueous mixtures of short 

alcohols at a hydrophobic surface with varying alcohol concentration using interfacial Statistical 

associating Fluid Theory (iSAFT). The drastic reduction in the interfacial tension of water at the 

surface with the addition of alcohol can be understood by looking at the molecular structuring of 

water and alcohol close to the surface. The presence of a hydrophobic surface disrupts the 

hydrogen-bonded network of water so it pays a large entropic penalty to be close to the surface. 

The alcohols, containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments, preferentially go to the 

surface with the hydrophobic segments facing towards the surface and the hydrophilic segments 

facing bulk water. The different alcohols, with different relative sizes of the hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic groups, structure close to the surface in different ways and thus reduce interfacial 

tension to different degrees. For the same bulk concentration of alcohol, the interfacial tension 

decreases with increasing hydrophobic group size of the alcohol (from methanol to propanol). 

Since 2-propanol has a larger excluded volume, it does not partition to the surface well and at 

low bulk concentrations it has a higher interfacial tension than 1-propanol. We can draw parallels 

between the structuring of alcohols at the interface and surfactant partitioning to the interface. 

Interfacial tension has a strong dependence on surface mole fraction with all the alcohol mixtures 

having similar values of interfacial tension for a given surface mole fraction. This information is 

important for separation of water-alcohol mixtures at liquid-solid interfaces. With the exception 

of methanol, mole fraction of alcohols is found to be higher at the surface than that obtained in 
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the vapor in equilibrium with a liquid making it a better system for separation of alcohol from 

water. Strong correlation between surface mole fraction of alcohol and mist concentration in 

ultrasonic separation is found. The molecular structure obtained here is important to understand 

the mechanism of ultrasonic separation. '
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Chapter'4'

Intramolecular'Association'of'Chain'Molecules'in'a'WaterDLike'Solvent'

While Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory in the first order does very well for intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding (as seen in the previous chapter), it completely ignores intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding is important in many organic compounds 

like glycols, ethers and carboxylic acids [108, 109]. In aqueous solutions of these compounds, 

the competition between intramolecular stabilization of the molecules and intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding with water very often defines the properties of the solution [110-112]. This 

competition also plays a big role in biological systems like enzyme regulation[113], DNA [114] 

and protein folding[115, 116]. Despite their importance, the interplay between intra and 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding is not clearly understood. To understand the underlying 

physics of biological systems and use this competition between intra and intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding for the design of novel materials with specific structure we need to understand 

interactions between these molecules and how it affects the properties of the system.  

The first order Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory describes the intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding in different systems very well [117, 118], but the extension to systems that have 

molecules that can intramolecularly bond is non-trivial because of the neglect of all ring graphs 

in the first order theory (TPT1). The inclusion of rings is very cumbersome because it requires 

information about all the segments of a chain and a separate ring graph has to be added for each 

ring size. TPT1 just accounts for tree-like structures where only two body correlation functions 
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are used[41]. Neglecting the rings is a fair approximation for many systems as shown by the 

wide application of the theory; but it prevents the successful application of the theory to systems 

where intramolecular hydrogen bonds (ring formation) are significant.  

Sear and Jackson[119] were among the first to include a ring graph in the framework of 

Wertheim’s theory to account for intramolecular association. Around the same time, Ghonasgi 

and Chapman[120, 121] developed a theory for intramolecular association by considering an 

infinitely dilute system in the limit of complete bonding. They then extended the theory to study 

the competition between intra and intermolecular association in chains in dense systems. These 

theories have been successfully applied to real systems[122]. Garcia and Chapman [123] 

followed this approach to study the effect of solvent on telechelic polymers. All these studies 

were done for a homogeneous (bulk) system. Recently, Marshall et al. [124, 125] developed a 

Density Functional Theory in Wertheim’s perturbation theory framework to study intramolecular 

association in chains.  

Here we extend the theory to study the effect of a water-like solvent on the competition between 

intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonding in associating chains. We are interested in studying 

the properties both in the bulk and interfacial systems so the theory is developed in the bulk and 

then included in the Density Functional Theory framework to study inhomogeneous systems. 

Section 4.1 introduces the model that will be used and describes the theory for associating chains 

in the presence of an associating solvent. The results of the theory will be compared with Monte 

Carlo simulation for both the bulk system and close to a hydrophobic surface in section 4.3. 
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4.1 Theory'

4.1.1 Thermodynamic'Perturbation'Theory'

The potential model here is the same as described in Chapter 2 without the attraction. Since the 

aim of this chapter is to extend the theory, attraction is not included here; but the theory derived 

here is general and will not be affected by the addition of the attraction term in the potential 

model. 

We start with a mixture of (m+1) types of spherical segments – m segments that will form the 

chain and one solvent segment. Chains are formed by forcing segments to associate at specific 

sites with an infinite bonding energy. The chain end segments have multiple association sites and 

one chain-forming site, the chain middle segments have two chain forming sites each and the 

solvent segments have multiple association sites. By specifying which sites on specific segments 

can bond, chains of defined length can be generated[66]. Even though we only consider the case 

when the association sites are present on chain end segments, extension to a case where 

association sites are present on the chain middle segments is quite straightforward.  

The contribution to Helmholtz free energy from association and chain formation is written as[41, 

43]  

!!!"#$!!"# = ! !(!) !! !"
!!(!) !!
!(!) !!

+ !! ! !!
! !! !!! !!

!"! !
!!!

!(!!)
!!!

!!!
− Δ!(!) 

4.1 

The sum is over all the segments in the system. !(!) !!  is the number density of segment i at 

position !! and !!(!) !!  is the monomer density of segment i at position !!. And Γ !  is the set of 
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all sites on the molecules. It includes chain-forming sites and association sites. The density 

parameter !!(!)(!) in equation (4.1) is defined as  

!!(!)(!!) = ! !!(!)
!⊂!

(!!) 4.2 

where !!(!)(!!) is the density of segment i at position !! that is bonded at all sites included in the 

set !. ! is a subset of Γ ! . The improper set !!(!)(!!) is included in the above sum. The two 

important limits are !!(!)(!!) = !!(!)(!!) and !!(!)(!!) = !!!(!)(!!). Dividing the density in terms 

of the densities of segments in different bonded states is an essential feature of Wertheim’s 

multi-density formalism. !!! !!  in equation (4.1) is defined as 

!!! (!!) = !
!Δ!(!)

!!!!!! (!!)
 

4.3 

Δ!(!) is a set of all terms that describe the different bonding states of the segments. Contributions 

to Δ!(!) come from chain formation, intermolecular association and the intramolecular 

association 

Δ!(!) = !Δ!!!!"#(!) + !Δ!!"#$%(!) + !Δ!!"#$%(!)  4.4 

Here, letters C and D will always be used for chain forming sites and A and B for association 

sites (finite bonding energy). The chain contribution Δ!!!!"#(!)  in first order is 

Δ!!!!"#(!) = ! !! ! !!
! !! Δ!"!,!!! !!, !!!! !! !!! !!

!!! !!!! ! !! !(!!!!)
!!!

!!!
 

4.5 
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where !!!!! !!  is the sum of all densities of segment i at position !! that is not bonded at site C 

and !!!!!!! !!!!  is the sum of all densities of segments i+1 at position !!!! that is not bonded at 

site D. And Δ!"!,!!! !!, !!!! = !!"(!!, !!!!)!!"(!,!!!)(!!, !!!!) where !!"(!!, !!!!) is the 

reference hard sphere distribution function and !!"(!,!!!)(!!, !!!!) = !"# −!!!"(!,!!!)(!!, !!!!) −

1  is the Mayer f function with !!" is the potential for bonding of sites C and D on segment i 

and i+1 as defined in equation (2.5). We will later force the energy of the bond to infinity to 

obtain the limit of complete chain formation. The contribution to Δ!(!) from intermolecular 

association is 

Δ!!"#$%(!) = !12 !! ! !!
(!) !! Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! !! ! !!

(!) !! ! !! !(!!)
!"!!,!"!"!!,!"

!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!
 

4.6 

Γ!,!" is the set of all association sites in segment i (all sites on the segment minus the chain-

forming sites). Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! = !!"(!!, !!)!!"(!,!) !!, !!  where the hard sphere distribution 

function and the Meyer-f function are similar to described for chain forming sites.  

Since there are association sites on the end segments of the chain, there is a possibility of 

intramolecular association that has to be explicitly included in the form of ring integrals  

Δ!!"!"#(!) = !! ! !!"
(!) !!

!"!!,!"
!! ! !!"
(!) !!

!"!!,!"
!Δ!"#$!…! !!(!) !! ! !!

!

!!!
!!! 

4.7 

where !!! !! = !!! (!!) !!! (!!) and 

Δ!"#$!…! = !Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! …Δ!"!!!,! !!!!, !! Δ!"!,! (!!, !!). 
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The fraction of segments not bonded at a site A is defined as 

!!! !! =
!! ! !!

! (!!)
!! !

! (!!)
 

4.8 

For convenience, we define polymerization fractions !!!"#$ !!  for the chain end segments as 

1
!!!"#$ !!

= 1+ Δ!"!,! !!, !! !(!) !! !!! !! ! !!
!"!!,!"

!

!!!
= 1+ !! !!

!!!!!!!!!!!∀!"Γ
!,!"

!∀!!!!1,!!! 
 

4.9 

We will later use !!!"#$ !!  to relate !!! !!  to the fraction of chains that are in a ring state.  

The density of segment i that is bonded at all sites included in the set α can be written in terms of 

!!! (!!) [126]  

!!! !!
!!! !!

= !!! (!!)
!! ! ![!]

 
4.10 

where ! ! = [!] means a division of the set ! into nonzero sets !. From equations (4.3)-(4.7), 

we have  !! = 0  for ! ! ≥ 2 for the solvent where ! !  is the number of sites in the set α. 

While for the chain segments, !! = 0 for all ! ! !> 2 and also for ! ! != 2 if ! does not 

include a chain forming site (C or D). This means that association sites on both the chain end 

segments and the solvent are treated in first order, independent of one another. The higher order 

correlation is only between the chain forming sites and the different association sites on the chain 

segments. If association sites were present on the chain middle segments, one would have a non-

zero !! where ! !  = number of chain-forming sites on the segment + 1.  
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The total density of segment i at position !! !(!) !!  is the sum of densities in all the possible 

bonding states of segment i and using equation (4.10) can be written in terms of !! !!  as 

!(!) !!
!!! !!

=

!!" !! !! !! + 1
!"! ! !!"!"! !,!"

+ ! ! !! !! + 1
!"! !

!!!!!!!!∀! = 1!&!!

!!" !! + !! !! + 1
!"! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = 2…! − 1

!! !! + 1 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = !!"#$%&
!"! !

 

 

4.11 

Here !(!) = (number of association sites on the end segment i) – 1. Looking at the equation for 

the density of chains segments, it is clear that the first term is the density of segments in the ring 

state (intramolecularly associated) and the second term is the density of segments in chain state. 

So the density of the chain segments can be written as the sum of a ring integral and a chain 

integral 

!(!) !!
!!
(!)(!!)

= ! !!"#$(!) !! + !!!!"#(!) !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = 1…! 
4.12 

To obtain expressions for !!"#$(!) !!  and !!!!"#(!) !! , we calculate !! !!  using equations (4.3)-

(4.7) and insert into equation (4.11). The ring integral is given by 

!!"#$! !! = ! 1
!!’
!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!!

1
!!’
!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!!

Δ!"#$!…! !!! !! ! !!
!

!!!
!!!

!"!!,!"!"!!,!"
 

4.13 
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The chain integral,!!!!!"#! !! , will be obtained in the limit of complete chain formation (infinite 

bonding energy of chain forming sites). For a chain forming site C, !! !  can be obtained from 

equations (4.3) - (4.5) 

!!(!) !! = ! Δ!"!,!!! !!, !!!! !! !!! !!
!!! !!!! !(!!!!) 4.14 

!!!!!!! !!!!  is just !!!!! !!!!  if the (i+1)th segment is not an end segment and is equal to 

!!!"#$ !!!!
!!

!"!!!!,!"!!  if the (i+1)th segment is an end segment. Now, we know 

!!(!) !! = !!! (!!) !!!(!!) − 1. In the limit of complete association for the chain forming sites, 

the density of monomers would be extremely small and we can write for any chain segment i: 

!!(!) !! ≈ !!! (!!) !!!(!!) . Similarly we can write !!!!! !!!!  in terms of density parameters 

for (i+2)th segment and so on until the last segment. We can also work in the other direction and 

write !!(!) !!  in terms of (i-1)th segment density parameters. In the limit of complete association, 

we have  

!!!!"#! !! = !!(!) 1
!!!"#$ !!

Δ!!!"#!…! 1
!!!"#$ !!!!!!,!"

!!(!) !! ! !!
!

!!!
!!!

!"!!,!"
! 

4.15 

where Δ!!!"#!…! = !Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! Δ!"(!,!) !!, !! …Δ!"!!!,! !!!!, !! .  

To calculate the densities, we need a way to calculate !!! !!  self consistently. We can relate 

!!! !!  to !!!"#$ !!  using a parameter defining the intramolecular association 
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!!! !! = !!!"#$ !! 1− !!!"#$ !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = 1!&!! 4.16 

Where !!!"#$ !! = !!"#$
(!,!) !!

!!"#$
(!) !! !!!!!"#

(!) !!
 and 

!!"#$(!,!) !! = ! !
!!’
!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!!!"!!,!"

!
!!’
!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!! Δ!"#$!…! !!! !! ! !!!

!!!
!!!

 

And the sum of rings formed at each site equals the total ring fraction 

!!"#$(!) !! = !!!"#$ !!!"!!,!" . The ring fraction !!"#$(!) !!  is an important quantity which gives 

the fraction of molecules that are intramolecularly bonded. It is a measure of the competition 

between intra and intermolecular association. It can also be written as 

!!"#$(!) !! =
!!"#$(!) !!

!!"#$
(!) !! + !!!!"#

(!) !!
 

4.17 

Equation (4.16) and (4.17) can be solved simultaneously to obtain the fractions. For the solvent 

molecules, the density of segments is obtained from equations (4.3),(4.4),(4.6) (4.8) and (4.11)  

!(!) !!
!!
(!)(!!)

= 1+ !! !!
!"! !

= 1
!!! !!!"! !

!!!!!!!!!∀! = !"#$%&' 4.18 

Finally, the free energy from equation (4.1) can be simplified to 
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!!!"#$!!"# = ! !(!) !! !"
!!(!) !!
!(!) !!

!(!!)
!!!

!!!
+ !(!) !! !(!!)

!!!

!!!

− !(!) !! !!"#$(!) !! !(!!)+
1
2 !(!) !! 1− !!! !! !(!!)

!"!!,!"

!!!

!!!
 

4.19 

This completes the extension of the theory to account for intramolecular association of chains in 

the presence of a water-like solvent for a homogeneous system. To study the structuring of 

molecules in an inhomogeneous system, we need to incorporate the theory into a Density 

Functional theory framework.  

4.1.2 Density'Functional'Theory'

In the grand canonical ensemble, the equilibrium structure of the fluid produces a minimum in 

the grand potential 

 !Ω ! !
!" ! !"#$%$&'$#(

= !0 
4.20 

The grand potential of the system!(Ω), which is a functional of the density, can be related to the 

intrinsic Helmholtz free energy (A) as 

 
Ω ! ! != !! ! ! − !!!! ! !! !!!"#$ − !!!"#(!!)!

!!!

!!!
 

4.21 
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! ! !!  is the number density of segments of type i at position!!!, !!!"#$ !is the bulk chemical 

potential of a segment of type i and !!"#(!!) is the external potential at position !!. The two 

equations can be solved for the equilibrium density profile if we have an expression for the 

intrinsic Helmholtz free energy as a functional of the density. Based on the potential model 

described in section 2.1, the Helmholtz free energy has the following contributions 

! ! ! = !!!" ! ! + !!!! ! ! + !!!"#$!!"# ! ! ! 4.22 

where !!" is the ideal contribution, !!! is the hard sphere contribution and !!"#$!!"# is the 

association plus chain contributions to the free energy. The ideal free energy is known exactly 

from statistical mechanics 

 
!!!" ! ! = ! !!!! ! ! !! ln(! ! !! )− !1

!!!

!!!
 

4.23 

The temperature dependent de Broglie wavelength has been neglected here as it does not affect 

the structure of the fluid. Rosenfeld’s Fundamental Measure Theory is used for the hard sphere 

contribution to the free energy[67]  

 !!!! ! ! = ! !!!!Φ!![!! !! ] 4.24 

Φ!! is the free energy density due to volume exclusion which is a function of the five 

fundamental measures!(!! ! ). The definition of the fundamental measures can be found in 

Chapter 2. The free energy density is given by 
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Φ!! !! ! = !−!! ln 1− !!! + !!!!! − !!!!.!!!!(1− !!!)!
+ !!!!

! − !3!!!!!.!!!
24!(1− !!!)!

 
4.25 

!!"#$!!"# ! !  is given by equation (4.19). We now require the functional derivatives of the 

free energy with respect to the density to solve equation (4.20). The functional derivative of the 

ideal free energy is 

! βA!"
!!! !

= ln ! ! !!  
4.26 

 And the functional derivative of the association and chain term can be written as 

! βA!"#$%"&'
!! ! (!!)

= !" !!! (!!)
! ! (!!)

− ! !Δ!
(!)

!! ! (!!)
 

4.27 

Using equations (4.20)-(4.22), (4.26) and (4.27), we have the monomer density as 

!!! !! = !"# !!!!"#$ +
!Δ!(!)
!! ! (!!)

− !!!"# !! − !βA
!",!!

!!! !!
!  

4.28 

Inserting the monomer density from equation (4.28) into equation (4.12) and (4.18), we have 

!(!) !! =
!!(!) !! + !!(!) !! !"# !!!!"#$ + !!(!) !! !!!!∀! = 1…!

− ln! !! !!
!"!!,!"

!"# !!!!"#$ + !!(!) !! !!!∀! = !"#$%&'
 

4.29 

where !!!"#$ = !!!"#$!
!!!  is the chain chemical potential. And !(!) = !Δ!(!) !! ! (!)−

!!!"# ! − !βA!",!! !!! ! . Also, 
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!!! ! =
1

!!’!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!!

1
!!’!"#$ !!!’!!!,!"!!

!
!!!!!,!"!"!!,!"

!× 

Δ!"#$!…! 1…! !"# ! ! !! !!!
!

!!!
!!!

!!! 

4.30 

The chain integral can be broken down to give the chain connectivity[55] 

!!(!) !! = !!(!) !! !!(!) !!  4.31 

where 

!!(!) !! =
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1

!!!"#$ !!!"! !,!"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = 1!

Δ!"!!!,! i− 1, i exp ! !!! !!!! !!!!! !!!! !!!!! !!!!!!!!!∀!! = 2…!
 

 

4.32 

and 

!!(!) !! =
Δ!"!,!!! i, i+ 1 exp !(!!!) !!!! !!(!!!) !!!! !!!!! !!!!!!∀! = 1… (! − 1)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1
!!!"#$ !!!"! !,!"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = !!
 

 

4.33 

The ring integrals described in equation (4.30) are computationally very intensive since they 

require n-body integrals for n-mer rings. Here we will use the Monte Carlo DFT developed by 

Marshall et al. [125] which are much faster than doing the actual integrals. The integrals are 

written as ensemble averages over a single chain probability distribution function and are 

evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations. The only change from the equations there is because 

of the presence of multiple association sites on the chains here and is described by the difference 
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between equations (4.32)-(4.33) in this text and (49)-(52) in reference [124]. Equations for the 

chemical potential and some bonding fractions is given in Appendix B. This concludes the 

development of theory; the next section will discuss the simulations and then results from the 

theory. 

4.2 Molecular'Simulation'

To validate the theory we performed Monte Carlo Simulations of a mixture of chains in a water-

like solvent in a Canonical (NVT) Ensemble. The molecules in the simulation interact through 

the potential model defined in Chapter 2 without the attraction. For the bulk simulation, a total of 

650 segments were used while 2000 total segments were used for the simulations in the 

inhomogeneous system (close to a hard wall). The simulations were equilibrated for ten million 

cycles and after equilibration, ten million production cycles were run to get results. Here, one 

cycle consists of a trial move for each molecule. The displacement and rotation parameters in the 

simulation were chosen to get an acceptance ratio of about 40%. 

4.3 Results'and'Discussion'

For both the chains and the solvent, there are two types of sites - oxygen and hydrogen (O and H) 

sites with only unlike sites allowed to bond i.e. !!! = 0, !!! = 0,!"#!!!" = ! ≠ 0. Chain end 

segments have two association sites each – one oxygen and one hydrogen while the solvent has 

four association sites – two oxygen and two hydrogen. Energy for intramolecular association and 

intermolecular association is kept equal in this study but it should be noted that the theory 

developed here is general enough to handle the case where the intra and intermolecular 
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association energies are different. We are interested in studying the competition between intra 

and intermolecular association under various conditions and how the solvent affects this 

competition. We also want to know how this competition affects the structuring of the molecules 

at an interface. 

4.3.1 Bulk'system'

Figure 4.1 shows the ring fraction of the chain end segments, as defined by equation (4.17), 

varying with packing fraction ! = !
! !!

!  at four different energies! !∗ = ! !" = 2,5,8,10 . 

The theory (lines) compares very well with molecular simulation results (symbols). At high bond 

energy (low temperature), there is considerable intramolecular association because the enthalpic 

benefit of forming an extra bond overcomes the entropic penalty of being in the constrained ring  

 
Figure 4.1: Ring fraction varying with packing fraction at !!!!"# = 0.6 for four different energies: !∗ = 2 

(blue triangles), 5 (black diamonds), 8 (green squares) and 10 (red circles). Symbols are molecular 

simulation results and solid lines are results from theory (TPTr) 
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state. As the bond energy decreases, the enthalpic component becomes smaller and so the 

intramolecular association decreases. For a given energy, the intramolecular association is higher 

at low packing fractions where the possibility of finding an association site on the other end of 

the same molecule is higher than finding one on another molecule. At higher packing fractions, 

molecules are more closely packed and intermolecular association is favored and the ring 

fraction decreases. 

Figure 4.2(a) shows the fraction of chain end segments that are monomers at the same conditions 

as in figure 4.1. Note that this is not the monomer fraction defined in equations (B.4) and (B.6) in 

Appendix B, but simply the chain end segments that have no incident association bonds and can 

be obtained from the fraction not bonded at a site !!!  [127]. The solid curve is the prediction 

from theory developed here and the dotted line is the first order theory (where intramolecular 

association is not considered). We will call the first order theory TPT1 and the theory developed 

here which includes intramolecular association (ring formation) as TPTr. At low bond energies, 

most of the chain end segments are monomers. But as the energy increases, bond formation 

increases and the fraction of monomers decreases. At a given energy, the monomer fraction is 

lower at high packing fraction where the segments are more closely packed and there is 

considerable bond formation. At low packing fractions and high energies, where the ring 

formation is important, TPT1 completely misses the monomer fraction while TPTr does much 

better. Figure 4.2(b) shows the fraction of solvent segments that are monomers.   

Solvent monomer fractions show the same trends as chain end segment monomer fraction but are 

more pronounced since the solvent has four association sites. Figure 4.3(a) shows the fraction of 

chain end segments that are bonded zero (X0), one (X1) and two (X2) times at a chain mole  
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Figure 4.2. Monomer fractions for the chain end segments and the solvent varying with packing fraction 

at the same conditions as figure 4.1. (a) Chain end segment monomer fraction (have no association 

bonds). (b) Solvent monomer fraction. Symbols are molecular simulation, dotted line are TPT1 and solid 

line are TPTr results. 
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Figure 4.3. Different bonding fractions for the chain end segments and the solvent varying with packing 

fraction at !!!!"# = 0.6 and !∗ = 8. (a) Fraction of chain end segments that are bonded zero (gray cross), 

one (blue diamond) and two (red triangle) times. (b) Fraction of solvent segments that are bonded zero 

(gray cross), one (blue diamond), two (red triangle), three (green square) and four (black circle) times. 

Symbols are molecular simulation results, dotted lines are TPT1 and solid lines are TPTr results. 
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fraction !!!!"# = 0.6 and reduced energy !∗ = 8. As before, the dotted lines are TPT1 prediction 

and solid lines, TPTr predictions and symbols are simulation results. The limit of very low 

density is very interesting. In this limit, TPT1 predicts that almost all chain end segments are 

monomers, which is incorrect for molecules that can intramolecularly associate. TPTr, since it 

includes intramolecular association, correctly predicts that not all segments are monomers even 

at very low packing fraction in agreement with simulations. But because the association sites on 

the chain end segment are independent of each other, the two sites can be in the physically non-

realistic state of both the sites oriented such that both can form intramolecular association bonds. 

And so, TPTr shows that a non-negligible fraction of segments are bonded twice at very low 

density. This also affects the fraction of segments that are bonded once which goes through a 

maximum, decreasing at very low density; a trend that is not seen in the simulations. Figure  

 

Figure 4.4: Association contribution to the internal energy varying with packing fraction for the same 

conditions as figure 4.1. Symbols are molecular simulation results, dotted line are TPT1 and solid line are 

TPTr results. 
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4.3(b) shows the fraction of solvent segments bonded one (X1), two (X2), three (X3) and four 

times (X4) at !!!!"# = 0.6 and !∗ = 8. At high packing fractions, most of the segments are 

bonded 3 or 4 times while at low packing fractions, the solvent is mainly present as monomers. 

And in between these two limits, the fraction bonded once and twice become significant. 

Figure 4.4 shows the association contribution to the internal energy varying with packing 

fraction for different energies. The internal energy increases in magnitude with increasing bond 

energy showing excellent agreement with simulation. The effect of density on internal energy is 

more pronounced at higher energies with internal energy increasing in magnitude with packing 

fraction. Figure 4.5 shows the ring fraction varying with association energy at a packing fraction 

of 0.2 for different mole fractions of the chain. The ring fraction increases with increasing chain 

mole fraction because of a decrease in the association site density. At higher solvent fractions, 

there are more association sites surrounding a chain end segment since the solvent has four 

association sites while the chain end segments have only two association sites and the chain 

middle segments have none. So at lower chain fractions, the chains prefer to intermolecularly 

associate while at higher chain fractions, when the density of association sites is smaller, 

intramolecular association is preferred. 

Figure 4.6 shows the ring fraction varying with packing fraction for different chain lengths (m = 

4 to 8). The fraction of rings formed decreases with increasing chain length since the entropic 

penalty to be constrained in a ring state is much larger for longer chains. This trend is also seen 

by infrared studies of diols of different chain length in carbon tetrachloride [128]. It is interesting 

to note that the effect of chain length decreases with increasing chain length i.e. difference 

between m = 4 and m = 5 is more than that between m = 7 and m = 8. 
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Figure 4.5: Ring fraction varying with bond energy at ! = 0.2 for four different chain concentrations: 

!!!!"# =!0.1 (red triangle), 0.29 (green diamond), 0.6 (black circle) and 1 (blue square). Symbols are 

molecular simulation and solid lines are TPTr results. 

 
Figure 4.6. Ring fraction varying with bond energy for chain length varying from 4 to 8 at ! = 0.2 and 

!!!!"# = 0.6 
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4.3.2 Inhomogeneous'system'

The competition between inter and intramolecular association affects the structuring of the 

molecules close to a hydrophobic surface. The hydrophobic surface is modeled here using a 

smooth hard wall. All the results shown for the inhomogeneous system are for chain length equal 

to 4. We are interested in the structuring of three different types of segments – the associating 

chain end segment, the non-associating chain middle segment and the associating solvent.  

Figure 4.7 shows the density of the segments varying with distance from the hydrophobic surface 

at two different temperatures!in comparison with molecular simulation results. At low bond 

energy (figure 4.7(a)), the solvent and the chain end segments wet the surface. Only the chain 

middle segments deplete the surface, because close to the surface the number of configurations 

they can take is reduced and there is an entropic penalty for the segment to be close to the 

surface. At higher energy (figure 4.7(b)), the density of the segments close to the surface is  

 
Figure 4.7. Reduced segment density profile varying with distance from the surface for average packing 

fraction in the system !!"# = 0.2 and average chain mole fraction !!!!"# = !0.5. The segments are: 

solvent (blue), chain end segment (red) and chain middle segment (green). Symbols are simulation results 

and lines are theory results. (a) !∗ = 2 and (b) !∗ = 6 
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decreased due to increased hydrogen bonding in the system. Next to the surface, the chain end 

segments and the solvent can form fewer hydrogen bonds compared to the bulk where it can be a 

part of a three dimensional hydrogen bonded network. The effect of energy on the chain middle 

segments is smaller because the middle segments are non-associating. Since in the theory the 

association sites are treated independently, the number of bonds that can be formed next to the 

surface is over predicted. And so the density of the segments next to the surface is higher than 

simulation.  

 

Figure 4.8: Fraction of rings formed by intramolecular association varying with distance from the surface 

at  !!"# = 0.2 and !!!!"# = !0.5 for different temperatures –  !∗ = 2 (red), 4 (green), 6 (black) and 7 

(blue). 

The chain end segments also form intramolecular bonds close to the surface as shown by the 

enhanced ring fraction next to the surface in figure 4.8. Close to the surface, the probability of a 

site on a chain end segment finding a site on another chain with both sites oriented in a way that 

they can bond is very low. But in the space right next to the surface, chains are oriented such that 
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the probability of a chain end segment finding the other end of the same chain is higher. Right 

next to the surface, the density is low and there is very little bond formation while far away from 

the surface, there is significant intermolecular association. And so the ring fraction goes through 

a maximum at a distance equal to one segment diameter from the surface. 

Figure 4.9 shows the relative effects of the different physical factors on the contact density of the 

system. The total contact density shown in the figure is the sum of densities of all segments in 

contact with the surface. We know from wall contact theorem that the total contact density for a 

hard wall should equal the bulk pressure !!"#$%!$ = !"  [19]. As shown in the figure, the 

contact density matches the bulk pressure perfectly. The packing fraction has the most effect on 

the structuring of molecules close to the surface and the bulk pressure (figure 4.9(b)). At lower 

packing fractions, all the segments deplete the surface since there are fewer configurations that 

the segments can be in close to the surface compared to the bulk where the segments have more 

freedom. As the packing fraction increases, the segments are pushed towards the surface and the 

segments now wet the surface increasing the contact density. Comparing the contact density for 

the chains and spheres, it looks as if the chain (red) wets the surface much more than the solvent 

(blue). This might be a little misleading because the figure shows the segment density for the 

chains and the solvent. Since this is an equimolar mixture and the chain is four segments long, 

the chain segment density is four times that of the solvent. If we compare the chain density 

(instead of segment density), the chain contact density and sphere contact density are 

comparable. Figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(c) show that even though bond energy and chain concentration 

don’t affect the bulk pressure as much as the packing fraction, they have a bigger effect on the 

relative chain and solvent contact density.   
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Figure 4.9: Contact density for all segments varying with (a) bond energy (at !!"#$ = 0.2, !!!!"# = 0.5); 

(b) bulk packing fraction (at !∗ = 6, !!!!"# = 0.5) and (c) chain concentration (at !!"#$ = 0.2, !∗ = 6). 

Solid curve is the contact density from theory and the black dotted curve is the bulk pressure from 

theory !" . The black curves are the total contact density, red curves are the sum of the contact densities 

for the chain segments and the blue curves are the sphere contact density. 
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As was seen in figure 4.7, the contact density decreases with increasing energy. Physically it 

makes sense that as the bond energy increases, there are more bonds formed and the pressure 

decreases. Figure 4.9(c) shows the significant change in the contact density for the chain and 

solvent over the entire range of concentration while the total contact density remains almost 

constant. As the chain concentration increases in the system, the density of the chains close to the 

surface also increases while the contact density for the solvent decreases. It is interesting that 

even though the contact density for the sphere decreases from !!!!"# = 0.1 to !!!!"# = 0.25, the 

normalized density for the solvent (density at the surface divided by bulk density) is larger at 

higher concentration as shown in figure 4.10. That is at higher chain concentration, the solvent 

preferentially adsorbs from the bulk to the surface. At low chain mole fractions, where the 

association site density is high, there is significant association and the solvent depletes the 

surface. As chain mole fractions increases, the association site density is smaller and fewer 

hydrogen bonds are formed. So the entropic penalty for the solvent to be close to the surface is 

smaller and the solvent wets the surface as shown in figure 4.10(b). The decrease in the solvent 

density close to the surface is less than in the bulk. 

 
Figure 4.10: Reduced density profile at !∗ = 6 and !!"# = 0.2 for different chain concentrations (a) 

!!!!"# = !0.1 and (b) !!!!"# = !0.5. Color scheme same as figure 4.7 
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4.4 Conclusions'

We extended Wertheim’s first order thermodynamic perturbation theory to study the 

intramolecular association of chains in the presence of an explicit associating solvent. The effect 

of different factors like temperature, density and chain concentration on the competition between 

intra and intermolecular association was studied. It was found that the intramolecular association 

is most important at low temperature, low density, high chain fraction and for smaller chains. 

The theory was also extended into a Density Functional Theory formalism to allow the study of 

structuring close to a hydrophobic surface. An enhancement of intramolecular association close 

to the surface was observed. Density had the most effect on total contact density but the bond 

energy and chain concentration were found to be important for the relative chain and solvent 

densities close to the surface.  
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Chapter'5'

Wetting'of'Solid'Surfaces'by'WaterDOil'Mixtures'

Injecting water into an oil reservoir is a common technique for secondary recovery of oil. For 

better oil recovery, it important to know the wetting of rock surfaces by this multi-phase water-

oil mixture[129]. The surface wetting properties of water-oil mixtures also has important 

implications on corrosion in pipelines[130]. In the case of corrosion studies, it is of interest to 

find surfaces that have desirable wetting properties and given a surface, find ways to alter the 

wetting properties by changing external conditions.  

Surface wetting is decided by both fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interactions. These intermolecular 

interactions are dependent on the intrinsic properties of the fluid and the solid as well as external 

factors like temperature, pressure and salinity. The interest in this study is to understand the 

effect of surface properties and external conditions on partitioning of the different components of 

the water-oil mixture to the surface. A big challenge in studying this system is the large number 

of variables like fluid composition, surface chemistry and physical conditions. An efficient way 

of scanning this large parameter space is through molecular modeling. Here we use interfacial 

Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (iSAFT) [55, 131], a thermodynamic perturbation 

theory[41] in a Density Functional Theory framework, to study the molecular structure and 

interfacial properties of the oil-water mixture.  

The water-oil mixture close to a solid surface is a complex system with multiple wetting 

transitions[132], so here we simplify the problem by studying two representative water-oil 
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mixtures – water-hexane and water-toluene-asphaltene. Hexane is representative of the non-polar 

components of oil and under most conditions water and hexane split into a water-rich and a 

hexane-rich phase. The asphaltene on the other hand has some polar characteristics, even though 

it is largely non-polar. This dual nature makes asphaltene act as a surface active agent[133]. 

Asphaltene, under most conditions, is insoluble in water but soluble in toluene. So in a system 

with a water-toluene-asphaltene mixture, the system splits into an asphaltene-lean water phase 

and an asphaltene-rich toluene phase. These two mixtures represent a lot of physics of the water-

oil mixtures while being computationally simple systems to study. 

Here, we study the molecular structure and interfacial properties of these representative mixtures 

close to different surfaces. Specifically, we look at the effect of temperature and surface 

functionalization on surface wetting transitions. A functionalized surface is modeled as a surface 

with active sites (association sites) as shown in figure 5.1. These active sites, for example oxides 

on a titanium dioxide surface, can associate to hydrogen bonding fluids like water. The surface 

wetting properties can now be controlled by changing the active site concentration. The fluid-

surface hydrogen bonding has a stronger temperature dependence than the fluid-surface van der 

Waals attractions giving us more control over wetting transitions. 

 
Figure 5.1. Functionalized surface with associating sites that can bond with a hydrogen bonding fluid like 

water. Figure taken from reference [134].  
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5.1 Theory'

The potential model used to describe the interactions between molecules is defined in Section 

2.1. Water is modeled as a single sphere with four hydrogen-bonding sites. There are two types 

of sites (O and H) representing the electron-donor and electron acceptor sites with only unlike 

sites being able to form a hydrogen bond i.e. !!! = 0, !!! = 0,!"#!!!" ≠ 0. Water is modeled 

as having four association sites – two O and two H. Hexane and toluene are modeled as a chain 

of tangentially bonded spherical non-polar segments. And asphaltene is modeled as a chain of 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments with each of the hydrophilic segment having one O and 

one H site. 

We follow iSAFT as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for the large part. But the theory for 

association has to be modified from Chapter 2 to account for the fluid-wall association. In this 

section we describe only the changes to the theory to allow for water and asphaltene to associate 

with the surface.  

The external potential, !!"#(!) ! , in equation (2.7) is given by a 10-4-3 Steele potential[135]  

 
!!"#(!) ! = !2!!!"(!)!!"",!!!,!"##! ∆ 2

5
!!,!"##
!

!"
− ! !!,!"##!

!
− !!,!"##!

3∆ ! + 0.61∆ !  
5.1 

where !!"(!)  is the fluid-surface interaction energy, !!"",! is the density of molecules on the 

surface of the solid, ∆ is the spacing between the different layers of the surface and !!,!"## is the 

average diameter of the molecules making up the surface and the diameter of fluid segment i. 

Here z is the distance from the surface; we assume that the inhomogeneity is only in the direction 
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perpendicular to the surface and the fluid is homogeneous in the plane parallel to the surface. 

This allows for a one-dimensional Density Functional Theory calculation. 

The association of the fluid with the surface is accounted for using the theory developed by 

Tripathi and Chapman[134, 136] to study the competition between fluid-wall and fluid-fluid 

association. For a detailed derivation of the equations we point the readers towards those papers. 

The contribution to the free energy from association now has an additional fluid-wall association 

term and the equation for free energy contribution changes from equation (2.17) to 

!!!",!""#$ != !!! ! !! !! ! ln!!!! !! − !!!
! !!
2 + !12

!!∈!!!

!

!!!

+ !!"## ln!!!"## − !!
!"##

2 + !12  

5.2 

where !!! !!  is the fraction of molecules of type i not bonded at site A at position !!, !! !!  is 

the density of segment i at position !!, !!"## is the density of active sites on the surface and 

!!"## is the fraction of surface active (association) sites that are not bonded. !!"## is given by 

 !!"## = ! 1
1+ ! !!! ! !! !! !!! !!!∈Γ!

!
!!! Δ!"

!"##(!!)
 

5.3 

The fluid-wall association parameter is Δ!"
!"## !! = [exp !!!"!"## − !1]!!"!" !!  where !!"!"## 

is the association energy for a bond between the surface site and site B on segment k. !!" is the 

distribution function for a hard sphere close to a hard wall and ! is the bonding volume. ! for 

fluid-surface association is kept equal to fluid-fluid association here. ! !!  is the Heaviside 

function equal to 1 if !! ≤ (!!,!"##!!,!"#! − 0.5 ∗ !!"##) where !!,!"## is the average diameter of 

the wall particle !!"##  and the ith segment. !!,!"## is the cut off distance for fluid-surface 
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association which in this study is equal to 1.05. Here the wall association sites (the oxide sites) 

are allowed to bond only to the hydrogen sites on water and asphaltene i.e. !!"!"## = 0 and 

!!"!"## ≠ 0. Specifically, we use  !!"!"## = 2500 for both water and asphaltene association with the 

surface. 

Since the fluid molecules can now associate with the surface, the fraction of molecule i not 

bonded at site A at position !! changes from equation (2.18) to 

!!! !! = ! 1
1+ !!! ! !! !! !!! !!!∈Γ!

!
!!! Δ!"

!" (!!, !!)+ !!!!!"##!!"## Δ!"!"##(!!)
 

5.4 

The first sum in the denominator is for fluid-fluid association and the second sum is for fluid-

wall association. The condition for fluid-fluid bonding is given by the factor Δ!"
!" !!, !! =

4!!![exp !!!",!"!""#$ !!, !! − !1]!!"!" !!, !! . Here ! = 0.25(1− !"#!!)!×!! !! − !!  is the 

geometric constraint on the sites to be oriented in the right direction and be at the right distance 

from each other, !!",!"!""#$ !!, !!  is the association energy between sites A and B on molecules i 

and k at positions !!and !! respectively; and !!"!" !!, !!  is the cavity correlation function for 

the inhomogeneous reference fluid. The third term in the denominator of equation (5.4) is non-

zero for a very small region close to the surface where fluid-wall association is possible. The 

derivative of equation (5.2) with respect to density of segment i at position ! is given as 
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5.5 

5.2 Parameters'

The theory is semi-empirical, so to apply the theory to a real system we require parameters that 

are fit to properties of the system. The non-polar parameters required are chain length (m), 

segment diameter (σ) and attraction energy (εLJ). For water and asphaltene, additional association 

parameters are required: hydrogen bonding energy (εassoc) and a geometric factor (!) that 

accounts for the short ranged, directional nature of hydrogen bonds. Water, toluene and alkane 

parameters are fit to reproduce saturated liquid density and vapor pressure. No binary interaction 

parameter was used for the water-hexane mixture. Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules were used for 

cross LJ attraction energy and diameter for the interaction between different molecules: 

 !!"(!") = ! !!"(!)!!"(!)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" = !
!! + !!
2  

5.6 

Here !!"(!") is the attraction energy between segment i and segment j while !!"(!) and !!"(!) is the 

attraction energy for the segment i and j respectively. !!" is the average diameter for segments i 

and j given as the arithmetic average of the two segment diameters. Prediction of water solubility 

in hexane by the theory is compared with experimental data in figure 5.2. The agreement with 

the data is excellent considering the scatter in experimental data. 
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Figure 5.2 Water solubility in hexane varying with temperature. Symbols are experimental data[137-139] 

and the solid curve is theoretical prediction 

Obtaining the parameters for asphaltene is a little more difficult than the other components 

because of our poor understanding of asphaltene structure and properties. The quantity used to fit 

the non-polar parameters is the ‘onset of precipitation’ for asphaltenes in model oil (heptane + 

toluene) [140]. Since asphaltene is soluble in toluene and insoluble in heptane (at least at room 

temperature), addition of heptane to a toluene-asphaltene system causes the asphaltene to 

precipitate. The point where there is enough heptane in the system to cause the asphaltene to 

precipitate out is called the ‘onset of precipitation’. The non-polar asphaltene parameters are fit 

to match the experimental value of precipitant volume fraction required for the onset of 

precipitation (equal to 0.45) for C7-asphaltenes in model oil (heptane + toluene) [140]. The 

solubility parameter of the asphaltene is 20.46 MPa0.5 within the acceptable region of 19.5 

MPa0.5 and 24.5 MPa0.5. Given that the density of asphaltenes is known to be between 1.13g/cm3 
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and 1.2 g/cm3, the theory has an implied molecular weight between 1076 g/mol and 1143 g/mol. 

Model parameters for the different components are presented in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Parameters for all the components 

 m σ (Å) εLJ/k (K) ! εassoc/k (K) 

Water 1 2.98 305.2 0.0584 1850 

Hexane 3 3.5 322.3 N/A N/A 

Heptane 4 3.65 292.9 N/A N/A 

Toluene 3 3.65 364.68 N/A N/A 

Asphaltene 27 3.65 412 0.0584 1350 

It is known that asphaltenes have some polar characteristics but since heptane and toluene are 

both non-polar, the polar nature of asphaltene in mixture with these liquids is ignored and it is 

modeled as non-polar. But when asphaltene is present with water, the polar interactions between 

asphaltene and water are important for predicting the properties of the system. The association 

parameters for asphaltene are fit to match the interfacial tension of a water-toluene-asphaltene 

liquid-liquid mixture to experimental data[141]. The two middle segments on the asphaltene 

chain (13th and 14th segment) are hydrophilic. Each hydrophilic segment on the asphaltene has 2 

association sites each – one hydrogen-like site and one oxygen-like site with hydrogen bonding 

allowed only between unlike sites. The interfacial tension for water-toluene-asphaltene liquid-

liquid interface is shown in figure 5.3. The water-toluene binary interaction parameter (kij) was 
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set to 0.15 to get the interfacial tension of pure water-toluene interface right so as to minimize 

the error in obtaining the association parameters for asphaltenes. We realize an inconsistency in 

obtaining the polar and non-polar parameters for asphaltenes since the two sets of parameters are 

fit to experimental data for two different asphaltenes. This was done due to lack of experimental 

data for both properties for a single asphaltene system; more experimental data is required to get 

consistent parameters.  

 

Figure 5.3. Interfacial tension for the water-toluene-asphaltene liquid-liquid interface. The polar parameters 

to the theory is fit to the experimental data[141]  

!!"(!)  required in equation (5.1) is the geometric mean of surface energy !!  and fluid energy i.e. 

!!"(!) = !!!!"(!) . Surface energies were calculated from Hamaker constants that were obtained 

from experimental measurements[142].  Hamakar constant between two identical surfaces 

separated by vacuum is given by 
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 ! = !!!!!!"",!!  5.7 

where !! is the coefficient of the r6 term in the Lennard-Jones equation !! = 4!!!!!  and !!"",! 

is the density of molecules on the surface. Surface energies obtained from equation (5.7) are 

presented in Table 5.2.  It should be noted that the Hamaker constant used here accounts only for 

the induced dipole-induced dipole interactions. Other kinds of interactions may be important (like 

metal ligand bridging) which might increase the attraction between the molecules and the surface. 

Table 5.2: Steele potential parameters for the surface (equation (5.1)) 

 !!/k (K) Δ (Å) ρatt,w (#/nm3) σ (Å) 

Gold 178.7 4.08 59.06 2.72 

Activated Carbon 28 3.35 114 3.5 

Titanium dioxide 95.77 4.584 31.97 4.24 

Sapphire 359.97' 4.785 23.5 3.36 

 '
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5.3 Results'

The main interest of this study is to understand the effect of physical conditions and surface 

chemistry on the partitioning of the components of representative water-oil mixture to different 

surfaces. First, we present the results for water-hexane mixture near a hydrophobic and a 

functionalized surface. In Section 5.3.2, we discuss the results for the water-toluene-asphaltene 

mixture close to the two kinds of surfaces. 

5.3.1 WaterShexane'

As was seen in Chapter 3, water forms huge three dimensional hydrogen-bonded networks in the 

bulk. But when present close to a solid surface, it cannot form the optimum number of hydrogen 

bonds and so it pays an entropic penalty to be close to the surface. Due to this, water depletes the 

surface and the hexane-rich phase is preferentially wets the surface. Figure 5.4(a) shows the 

density profile for water-hexane liquid-liquid mixture close to a gold surface at 298K and 50 

atm. The hexane-rich phase is present close to the surface while the water-rich phase is present 

far away from the surface. But the density of water close to the surface increases with increasing 

temperature. Two factors contribute to the increase in water density close to the surface: first, the 

hydrogen bonding in water decreases and the entropic penalty for water to be close to the surface 

is reduced and second, the solubility of water in the hexane phase increases with temperature. 

Figure 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) show how the density of water and hexane close to the gold surface 

changes with temperature. As seen in figure 5.2, the concentration of water in the hexane-rich 

phase increases significantly with increasing temperature. So at 500K (figure 5.4(c)), there is a 

high concentration of water close to the surface even though it is still the hexane-rich phase 

present close to the surface.  
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Figure 5.4. Water-hexane liquid-liquid equilibrium next to gold surface with temperature (at 50 atm). As 

temperature increases, the water concentration close to the surface  
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The calculations in figure 5.4 were done at high pressure (50 atm) so that the liquid-liquid 

equilibrium is the stable state at all the temperatures calculated. Figure 5.5 shows the vapor-

liquid-liquid equilibrium (VLLE) diagram for water-hexane mixture at 1 atm and 50 atm. The 

red curve is the vapor in equilibrium with a hexane-rich liquid phase, the green curve is the vapor 

in equilibrium with the water-rich phase and the blue curve is the liquid-liquid equilibrium curve. 

At 1 atm, the liquid-liquid equilibrium is stable only till about 337K while at 50 atm, the liquid-

liquid equilibrium is stable till 505K. It is very important to know the phase behavior to 

understand the wetting properties of the liquid on a surface. 

 

Figure 5.5. Vapor-Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium (VLLE) diagram for water-hexane mixture at (a) 1 atm and 

(b) 50 atm. At higher pressure, the liquid-liquid equilibrium is stable over a larger region. 

It should be noted that the stable state at each condition in figure 5.4 was calculated by finding 

the lower free energy state. So for each condition, two calculations were done – one with the 

water-rich phase wetting the surface and one with the hexane-rich phase wetting the surface. 

Since the calculations are in a grand canonical ensemble, the grand potential for both the systems 

is calculated and the one with lower grand potential is evaluated to be the stable state.  
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Next we look at the effect of the intrinsic properties of the surface on the wetting properties. We 

consider a titanium dioxide surface, where the oxides on the surface can hydrogen bond to the 

water. We model this surface using association sites on the surface as shown in figure 5.1. 

Hydrogen bonding of water with the surface is now an additional handle on the wetting 

properties. Figure 5.6 shows the water-hexane mixture close to a titanium dioxide surface at 

298K and 1atm for different surface oxide concentrations. At low surface site density (low oxide 

concentration), the hexane-rich phase is close to the surface similar to a hydrophobic surface as 

in figure 5.4(a). But in the case of the associating titanium dioxide surface, there is a monolayer 

of water next to the surface as seen by the single peak in the water density (blue solid curve) 

close to the surface. But beyond the first peak, the water density close to the surface is negligible 

and it is the hexane-rich phase present near the surface. As the surface site density is increased 

(figure (5.6(b)), there are more sites on the surface that the water can associate to and the water 

density in the monolayer increases. If we keep increasing the surface site density, we reach a 

point beyond which the water-rich phase preferentially wets the surface (figure (5.6(c)). At this 

high concentration of surface active sites, there is enough water in the monolayer close to the 

surface to pull the bulk water close to the surface.  

Like with the hydrophobic surface, the stable state is found by performing two different 

calculations for both the phases wetting the surface and finding the lower energy state. But the 

appropriate free energy to be compared here is the free energy of a pseudo-canonical ensemble 

since the fluid is in the grand canonical ensemble while the association sites on the surface are in 

a canonical ensemble (we define the density of sites on the surface). So this pseudo-canonical 

free energy is used to evaluate the lower energy state. 
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Figure 5.6 Water-hexane mixture next to a titanium dioxide surface at 298K and 1 atm at different surface 

active site density. The surface is hydrophobic at a site density of (a) 1.63 nm-2 and (b) 3.27 nm-2 and 

hydrophilic at (c) 5.06 nm-2  
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Interestingly, the transition from a hexane-wet to a water-wet surface has a curious temperature 

dependence. Figure 5.7 shows the density of water-hexane mixture close to a titanium dioxide 

surface at three different temperatures. As in figure 5.4, the system is at higher pressure so that 

liquid-liquid equilibrium is the stable state at all temperatures. For a surface site density of 5.91 

sites/nm2 at 298K and 50 atm, the water-rich phase is favored to be close to the surface (figure 

5.7(a)); but as the temperature is increased (375K) and hydrogen bonding with the surface 

decreases, the hexane-rich phase preferentially goes to the surface with only a monolayer of 

water close to the surface (figure 5.7(b)). Interestingly, if we increase the temperature further to 

500K (figure 5.7(c)), there is second reversal of the wetting phase with water-rich phase 

preferentially wetting the surface. At 375K, the entropic penalty for the hydrogen bonding water 

to be close to the surface was a driving force for the hexane-phase preferentially wetting the 

surface. But there is an entropic penalty for hexane to be close to the surface as well since it 

cannot take on all possible configurations near the surface. Because hexane is a bigger molecule 

than water, this penalty is higher for hexane. At higher temperatures, hydrogen bonding becomes 

less important and the entropic penalty due to size constraints becomes significant. And so the 

water-rich phase now preferentially wets the surface. The competition between entropic penalty 

for water to be close to the surface (due to hydrogen bonding) and hexane to be close to the 

surface (due to shape and size) leads to this double wetting transition.  

Association between water and surface gives us a strong control over hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic transition. Since hydrogen bonding is much more sensitive to temperature variation 

than van der Waals attraction, the transitions are much sharper for the functionalized surface as 

compared to a simple hydrophobic surface. 
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Figure 5.7. Temperature dependence of the surface wetting conditions for a titanium dioxide surface at 

50atm and surface site density of 5.91 sites/nm2. The water-rich phase wets the surface at 298K (a), the 

hexane-rich phase wets the surface at 375K (b) and water-rich phase wets the surface again at 500K(c)  
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5.3.2 WaterSTolueneSAsphaltene'

Finally, we look at the ternary water-toluene-asphaltene mixture at 323K and 1 atm close to 

different solid surfaces. As stated earlier, this three component mixture phase separates into an 

asphaltene-rich toluene phase and an asphaltene-lean water phase. We study this two-phase 

mixture close to two surfaces – gold and titanium dioxide surface. As with the water-hexane 

mixture, the interest is in predicting which of the two phases would preferentially wet the 

different surfaces. The asphaltene, though largely non-polar, has some polar characteristics and 

so it is modeled with 25 hydrophobic segments and 2 hydrophilic segments. Both the water and 

asphaltene are allowed to hydrogen bond to the titanium dioxide surface. For the gold surface 

(figure 5.9(a)), the toluene phase preferentially wets the surface while the water phase stays away 

from the surface. In the asphaltene-rich toluene phase present close to the surface, the asphaltene  

 
Figure 5.8. Water-toluene-asphaltene mixture next to different surfaces at 323K, 1atm, asphaltene density 

at 0.025 kg/m3 and oxide concentration=5.25 sites/nm2. The asphaltene-rich phase goes towards the 

surface for the gold surface while the water-rich phase is present next to the titanium dioxide surface 
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preferentially goes towards the water-toluene liquid-liquid interface while the toluene stays close 

to the surface. This surface active nature of asphaltenes has actually been seen in experimental 

studies as well [143].  

For the titanium dioxide surface, the asphaltene-lean water phase preferentially wets the surface 

while the asphaltene-rich toluene phase is present away from the surface. Even though 

asphaltene can also associate to the surface, it prefers to stay far away from the surface. The fact 

that asphaltene is present at the liquid-liquid interface and does not adsorb to either of the solid 

surfaces is an interesting observation with important implications in the oil industry where 

asphaltene deposition on solid surfaces (like pipe surface) causes major flow assurance issues. 

This strong asphaltene adsorption on solid surface is shown in figure 5.9(a) for the asphaltene-

heptane-toluene mixture close to a gold surface at 323K, 1 atm and asphaltene density = 400 

kg/m3. At these conditions, asphaltene is soluble in toluene but insoluble in heptane and so the 

mixture splits into an asphaltene-rich toluene phase and asphaltene-lean heptane phase. Figure 

5.9(a) shows the total segment density for the three components with the asphaltene-rich phase 

toluene phase preferentially wetting the surface. As can be seen, the asphaltene strongly adsorbs 

to the surface here (green curve). It should be noted that asphaltene is modeled as a non-polar 

molecule in figure 5.9(a) since it has been shown that modeling asphaltene as non-polar when in 

a mixture with heptane and toluene is a good approximation.  

In the asphaltene-water-toluene mixture (figure 5.9(b)) at the same asphaltene concentration, the 

asphaltene-rich toluene phase still preferentially wets the surface but the asphaltene is present at 

the water-toluene liquid-liquid interface instead of the strong adsorption on the solid surface seen 

in figure 5.9(a). This means that if there is enough water-oil interface, all the asphaltene would 
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preferentially be present at the liquid-liquid interface and we can prevent adsorption of 

asphaltene on the solid surface avoiding some of the flow assurance issues caused by the 

deposition of the asphaltene on solid surfaces. It would be interesting to study the temperature 

dependence of this water-toluene-asphaltene system to understand the interplay of the different 

factors like the temperature dependence of hydrogen bonding and the mutual solubilities of the 

different components in the different phases. 

 

Figure 5.9. Asphaltene deposition on a gold surface at 323K, 1atm and asphaltene density of 400 kg/m3. 

(a) Asphaltene-heptane-toluene mixture (b) Asphaltene-water-toluene mixture.  

5.4 Conclusions'

Wetting of different surfaces by water-oil mixtures was studied here by looking at simpler 

representative systems – water-hexane and water-toluene-asphaltene mixture. These two 

mixtures contain a lot of phsics of water-oil mixtures while being computationally much simpler 

to evaluate. For the water-hexane mixture, a transition from hydrophobic to hydrophilic surface 

was obtained by changing the active site concentration on functionalized surfaces. At high oxide 

concentrations, an interesting temperature dependence of the wetting transition was observed 
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with the surface going from hydrophobic to hydrophilic to hydrophobic with increasing 

temperature. This dependence could be understood by looking at the molecular structuring of the 

different components of the mixture. For the water-toluene-asphaltene mixtures, the asphaltene-

rich toluene phase preferentially wet the hydrophobic gold surface while the asphaltene-lean 

water phase preferentially wet the associating titanium dioxide surface. Interestingly, asphaltene 

went to the water-toluene liquid-liquid interface (instead of adsorbing on the solid surface) for 

both the surfaces. This has important implications in the oil industry where asphaltene deposition 

on solid surfaces is a major flow assurance issue. 
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Chapter'6'

Isolating'the'NonDPolar'Contributions'to'the'Intermolecular'Potential'

for'WaterDAlkane'Interactions'

Models of solubility of water in hydrocarbons are important in hydrocarbon production and 

processing to prevent condensation leading to corrosion and flow assurance issues related to gas 

hydrate formation. Understanding the interactions between water and non-polar molecules has 

implications in biological applications as well, where hydrophobic effects have been widely 

studied [144, 145]. While most studies look at the solubility of hydrocarbons in water, here we 

study the solubility of water in hydrocarbons, particularly in n-alkanes. This system requires a 

relatively simple intermolecular potential model that is not computationally intensive and the 

results provide a rigorous test of the water-alkane interaction potential. 

Although interactions between molecules involve many-body effects, molecular simulation 

models generally approximate the potential as effective two-body interactions. Alkanes are 

approximated in most models [146, 147] as chains of segments that interact via a spherically 

symmetric Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential 

 !!"(!) = 4! !
!

!"
− ! !!

!
 

6.1 

where σ is the LJ diameter, ε is the LJ energy and r is the distance between the centers of two 

segments. Water is usually modeled as a rigid non-polarizable molecule with a spherically 
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symmetric Lennard-Jones potential and off-center partial charges that interact via a coulombic 

potential. Most popular water models are similar in the form of the intermolecular potential but 

differ in their parameters, such as LJ energy, number of charged sites, and distance and angle 

between the sites [148-152]. 

These simple potential models have been fairly successful in describing the pure component 

properties of water and alkane but fail to reproduce the properties of a mixture of water and 

alkane[153]. Various quantum and classical studies have concentrated on better understanding 

water-alkane interactions [154-159]. In classical models, the water-alkane cross interaction 

parameters (!!" and !!") are obtained from pure component parameters using the Lorentz-

Berthelot rule  

 !!" = !!! + !!!2 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" = !! !!!!!!! 6.2 

!! and !! are the LJ diameters for alkane and water, respectively; !!!and!!! are LJ energy 

parameters for alkane and water, respectively and ! is an empirical parameter that corrects for 

errors in the Berthelot rule. Based on the first term in the London dispersion equation, we expect 

! < 1.0. 

Most studies agree that the water-alkane interaction energy obtained as a geometric mean of 

water and alkane energies does not describe the properties of the mixture, but there is still 

disagreement on what the interaction energy should be. Paschek [156], who studied the solubility 

of methane in a water-rich phase, concluded that the low solubility of simulated methane in 

water compared to experiments can be attributed to two factors: (1) poor prediction of density of 

water at given conditions by most models and (2) ignoring the polarizability of methane. 
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Docherty et al.[157] used a TIP4P/2005 model for water, which is known to produce accurate 

densities of water, and found a qualitative improvement in the dependence of the solubility of 

methane on temperature but still could not get quantitative agreement. They had to use a 

correction of 1.07 to the Berthelot rule!(!!" = 1.07 !!!!; !!!" ! = 117.3!) to match the 

experimental solubility which they argued could be justified based on the polarizability of 

methane being ignored in the study. Dyer et al.[155] included the polarizability of methane 

explicitly into the model, but still could not successfully match the experimental solubility 

leaving the question of the ability of these potential models to reproduce properties of the 

mixture unanswered. Ashbaugh et al.[160, 161], recognizing this problem, reparameterized the 

TraPPE model for alkanes to match alkane hydration free energies in a TIP4P/2005 water model. 

Interestingly, in the theoretical work of Pratt and Chandler[29], a methane-water interaction 

energy of !!" ! = 168.5! was required to match the Henry’s Law constant of methane in 

water. This is significant because they used the experimentally obtained structure for the pure 

water phase and not a model predicted structure. To obtain this water-methane interaction energy 

with  SPC/E water and TraPPE methane would require a ! = 1.56. 

While, the above studies have looked at the limit where methane is present in low concentration 

in water, a few studies have looked at water in a hydrocarbon rich phase and the energies 

suggested by these studies are very different. Johannson et al. [162] looked at the solubility of 

water in decane (instead of methane) and found that a correction factor of 1.3 was required to the 

Berthelot rule (!!" = 1.3 !!!!; !!!" ! = 139.9!) to match the solubility of water in decane. 

van Buuren et al.[153], while modeling a water-decane liquid-liquid interface, could not describe 

both the bulk water properties and water-decane interfacial properties with a single value of 
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water energy. They had to use different energies for water interacting with itself and for water 

interacting with alkane (!! ! = 78.2! for water-water interaction and !! ! = 277.8! for 

water-alkane interaction) to be able to simultaneously describe the bulk and interfacial 

properties. These examples point towards an inconsistency in the parameters being used in the 

potential model for water-alkane interactions.  

Since alkanes primarily interact via non-polar interactions and water has strong polar 

interactions, the dominant interactions in the alkane-rich region and water-rich region are 

different. All the previous studies have looked at systems that have significant hydrogen bonding 

between the water molecules. It would be inaccurate to evaluate the non-polar interactions in a 

system where polar interactions are dominant. In the limit of very low water content in alkanes, 

there are negligible water-water interactions and water interacts only with the non-polar alkanes. 

The important interactions here are the alkane-alkane and alkane-water non-polar interactions. In 

this case one can investigate how the non-polar interactions affect the properties of the system 

independent of the charges in the water model. The non-polar parameters are important not only 

for solubility of water in alkanes but also affect the interfacial properties of alkanes and water 

such as surface tension and the sharpness of the interface[153].  

The purpose of this study is to isolate the effective water / alkane non-polar pair potential by 

matching the solubility of water in the alkane phase using molecular simulation for the alkane 

rich phase and an accurate correlation for the water rich phase. A transferable potential model is 

demonstrated for the water in alkane system. Section 6.1 describes the methodology used to 

evaluate the water-alkane interaction in an alkane-rich phase. Section 6.2 describes the results 
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from the solubility studies and discusses contributions from polarizability, distributed charges on 

the alkane, and water clustering.  

6.1 Methodology'

The solubility of water in different alkanes (pentane to dodecane) was calculated from Monte 

Carlo simulation using the towhee simulation package[163] with alkanes modeled using the 

TraPPE model [146] and water with the SPC/E model [148]. Since the solubility of water in the 

alkane-rich phase is very low at ambient conditions, Henry’s Law is a good approximation for 

the fugacity of water in this phase.  The Henry’s Law constant for water in alkane was calculated 

using Widom test particle insertion[164]. The mole fraction of water in the alkane-rich phase 

(!!"#$%) is obtained from the fugacity of water (!!"#$%) in the water-rich phase and Henry’s Law 

constant (H) for water in the alkane rich phase  

 !!"#$% = !
!!"#$%
!  

6.3 

The solubility of alkane in water is negligible at the conditions of interest, so the fugacity of 

water in the water rich phase is approximated by the fugacity of pure water. Instead of using the 

fugacity of water from the SPC/E model, which is known to be inaccurate, the water fugacity 

was obtained from an accurate equation of state by Saul and Wagner[165, 166]. The Lorentz-

Berthelot rule was used to obtain the cross interaction parameters. All calculations were carried 

out in a canonical ensemble (NVT) with 256 alkane molecules at 298K. The density of alkanes at 

298K and 1atm was obtained from the NIST database[167]. To ensure that there was no system 

size dependence, Widom test particle insertion of water in boxes of different sizes were 

performed using GROMACS[168]. Insertion of water in a box containing 10,000 and 50,000 
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methane molecules gave the same results as insertion in a box containing 256 methane 

molecules. 

6.2 Results'And'Discussion'

The solubility of water in n-alkanes at 298K and 1atm obtained from simulation is compared 

with the experimental data in figure 6.1. Using the SPC/E model for water and TraPPE model for 

n-alkanes, the calculated solubility of water is found to be an order of magnitude lower than the 

experimental values [137, 169].  

 

Figure 6.1. Solubility of water in different alkanes with varying carbon number at 298K and 1 atm. 

Symbols are experimental data[137, 169], solid line is obtained using parameters obtained here and the 

dashed line is obtained using the SPC/E model of water 

We show the results for only the SPC/E model of water here, but most popular models of water 

would give similar results because they use similar LJ parameters (!! ! = 78.197! and 
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!! = 3.16!). We recognize that interactions with higher multipole moments on alkanes are not 

being considered, but these are typically neglected in current simulation models. This assumption 

will be discussed in detail later. 

The case of water content in n-alkanes provides the opportunity to fit the LJ interactions between 

water and n-alkanes independently of the charged sites and the simulated water structure. We 

have fit the LJ parameters for water to match the experimental solubility in the alkanes. Since 

water interacts only with alkanes via non-polar interactions, water can be looked at as a Lennard-

Jones sphere in alkanes. Widom test particle insertions of these LJ spheres in TraPPE alkanes 

requires water LJ parameters of !! ! = 220! and !! = 3.0!! (!!!!"! ! = 147! and 

!!!!"! ! = 100.5!!) to match the experimental water solubility. The Lorentz-Berthelot (LB) 

mixing rule is assumed while obtaining the water parameters here. Though the LB rule may not 

be very accurate, the water-alkane interaction energy here is too high ! = 1.67  to be attributed 

to the inadequacy of the LB rule. Values of LJ parameters close to the ones we find here were 

obtained in the theoretical work of Emborsky et al.[170] when they calculated the solubility of 

water in alkanes using the PC-SAFT model for alkanes. They found that a value of !! ! =

207! was required to match the solubility of water in the different alkanes.  

The dependence of solubility on the LJ diameter was also considered. The size of the water 

molecule was varied within the range that is generally considered acceptable from our 

experimental knowledge of water systems (2.8 Å to 3.2 Å) and the difference in solubility was 

found to be within 10%. This is very different from the water-rich phase where it has been noted 

that the van der Waals radius affects the properties of the system significantly [153, 171]. But 
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here we find that in the alkane-rich phase, the water solubility is more sensitive to the interaction 

energy than the size of the molecules.  

 

Figure 6.2. Partitioning of water between liquid and vapor phases of propane. Symbols are experimental 

data[172, 173] and the line is simulation prediction using an energy !! ! = 220! 

Figure 6.2 shows the partitioning of water between coexistent liquid and vapor phases of 

propane. Densities for liquid and vapor propane were obtained from NIST data and separate 

simulations were done to calculate the chemical potential for insertion of water in the liquid and 

vapor phase. Using the energy and diameter of water obtained from insertions of an LJ sphere 

representative of water (!! ! = 220!!and!!! = 3.0!!) in alkanes gives good agreement with 

experimental values [172, 173] over a range of temperatures even though the energy and 

diameter were fit to data at 298K. There is some error in the solubility of water in the liquid 

phase at high temperatures but the experimental data could be matched by changing the energy 

for water by less than 10% (!! ! = 200!). Figure 6.3 shows the solubility of water in methane 
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at various temperatures and pressures compared to experimental data [165]. Agreement with the 

data is very good over a wide range of temperature and pressure. The simulations under predict 

the solubility at higher concentrations because there is appreciable water-water interactions in 

that region and Henry’s Law would not apply. With water energy of 220K, the water-methane 

interaction energy is !!" ! = 180.5! which means a correction to the Berthelot rule of 1.65 

when using the SPC/E model for water and the TraPPE model for methane. The correction here 

is much higher than what was suggested previously by studies of methane solubility in 

water[157, 174] with one exception. The proposed value is only 7% higher than the interaction 

energy proposed by Pratt and Chandler[29]. 

 

Figure 6.3. Solubility of water in methane at different temperature and pressures. Symbols are 

experimental data[165] and lines are simulation results using a water energy of !! ! = 220! 

Interestingly, high interaction energy between water and non-polar molecules is not restricted to 

alkanes alone. A large value for water-argon interaction energy was also found by Bickes et 
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al.[175] when they fit a Lennard-Jones potential to their results from molecular beam scattering 

experiments for the water-argon systems. They found a water-argon interaction energy of 164K; 

using the energy for argon to be 118K [176] gives a water energy parameter of about 228K. 

Harvey[177] used this water-argon energy to calculate the second virial coefficient and found 

reasonable agreement with experimental values. These studies, using mixtures of water with 

different non-polar molecules, all point towards a different intermolecular potential between 

water and non-polar molecules than what is used in most simulation models today. 

We will now analyze the reasons why the water-alkane interaction is more attractive than 

expected. One such reason is the polarizability. The ability of water molecules to polarize alkane 

molecules (dipole-induced dipole interaction) in a water-rich phase is different than in an alkane-

rich phase due to the different dielectric medium. This will affect the water-alkane interactions 

differently in the two regions. Since including polarizability in the simulation is computationally 

intensive, polarizability is typically neglected and a non-polarizable model is used instead. It has 

been claimed that the larger than expected attraction between water and alkanes are due to 

neglecting the dipole-induced dipole interaction. Solubility studies of non-polar solutes in water 

explicitly accounting for polarizability have been inconclusive[155]. It has also been suggested 

that the polarization correction included in the non-polarizable SPC/E model creates an 

“overpolarized” environment creating an artificially large dislike for non-polar environments 

decreasing the solubility of water in non-polar solvents[178].  

To study the effect of polarizability and other contributions we will focus on the solubility of 

water in methane. For a water-methane pair in vacuum, the different contributions to the 

interaction energy can be calculated using molecular properties like polarizability, ionization 
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potential and dipole moment [179]. The dipole-induced dipole interaction accounts for about 

13% of the total energy; it might be imagined that a cumulative effect might arise from multiple 

water-methane pairs available. So we explicitly included polarizability in the model to study a 

water-methane mixture. Two water molecules (POL3 potential [180]) in 5000 methane 

molecules (polarizable TraPPE potential [155]), i.e. !!"#$% = 4×10!!, were simulated in 

AMBER(v.11) [181] at a temperature of 313.9K and pressure of 89.67MPa. We compare the 

potential of mean force between water and methane with and without polarizability.  Figure 6.4 

shows the water-methane potential of mean force for the non-polarizable models (SPC/E and LJ  

 

Figure 6.4. Water-methane potential of mean force for non-polarizable (SPC/E and LJ water sphere with 

!! ! = 220! in TraPPE methane) and polarizable model (POL3 water in polarizable TraPPE methane) 

sphere with !! ! = 220! in TraPPE methane) and polarizable model (POL3 water in 

polarizable TraPPE methane). The difference in the potential of mean force between water and 

methane for the polarizable and non-polarizable models is statistically insignificant. The 
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structure of methane around the water is not affected by polarizability and weakly affected by the 

change in the water-methane interaction energy. 

Another assumption made in the study is neglecting the partial charges on methane that are 

responsible for octupole-octupole interaction between methane molecules and octupole-dipole 

interactions between water and methane. To test this assumption, we modeled the methane 

molecules with explicit hydrogen atoms using well known parameters (OPLS-AA). Widom test 

particle insertion of water in a system containing 20 water molecules and 50,000 methane 

molecules at 313.9K and 89.67MPa gave the solubility of water as !!"#$% = 1.18×10!! which 

is higher than the SPC/E solubility 9.74×10!! but still lower than the experimental solubility of 

4.67×10!!.  

Finally, the assumption that water molecules do not interact with one another at such low 

concentrations is tested. If there were significant water-water interactions then the assumption 

that the insertion of water in a pure alkane system gives the chemical potential of water at the 

solubility limit would not be valid. The amount of water-water interaction or clustering required 

for SPC/E water to match the experimental chemical potential was calculated using a method 

proposed by Tripathi and Chapman[182]. The method gives the chemical potential of inserting a 

water molecule in a system at the solubility limit using the chemical potential of insertion of a 

water “monomer” (!!"#") and the fraction of these water monomers!(!!"#"). The excess 

chemical potential is given by 

 !!"#$%!" = !!"#$ !!"#"
!"# −!∆! !

 6.4 
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where ∆! is the insertion energy for the monomer. The experimental chemical potential of 

inserting water into methane at 313.9K and 89.63MPa is -1.44 kJ/mol whereas that for the 

insertion of SPC/E water in TraPPE alkanes is 2.78 kJ/mol. These simulations and test particle 

insertions were performed using GROMACS molecular dynamics package[168]. Using equation 

6.4, to obtain the experimental chemical potential, around 80% of water molecules would have to 

be in clusters!(!!"#" = 0.2) which is much higher than the amount of clustering we observed in 

our simulations of water molecules at the experimental solubility limit (22%) and what is 

reported in the literature[162, 183]. The amount of clustering is the same for SPC/E water in 

TraPPE methane and OPLS AA methane. This analysis leads us to believe that even though 

polarizability, clustering and octupole moment of methane are important, they do not completely 

explain the high water-alkane interaction energy required to match the solubility of water in an 

alkane-rich phase.  

6.3 Conclusions'

It is clear that the interaction between water and non-polar molecules are not being modeled 

correctly by conventional intermolecular potential models. Here we studied the water-alkane 

interaction in the limit of low water content where non-polar interactions could be evaluated 

independent of the polar components of the potential. A larger than expected water-alkane 

energy was required to match the solubility of water in alkane; much larger than obtained in the 

limit of low alkane solubility in water, the other end of the concentration regime. The solubility 

of water in alkanes was much more sensitive to the water-alkane interaction energy than the 

diameter of water which is not the case for solubility of alkanes in water where the diameter is 

very important. Certain assumptions made such as neglecting the polarizability of alkane, the 
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octupole moment of methane and clustering of water were tested. Though neglecting these 

factors contributes to the errors in solubility using conventional models, these factors do not 

explain the effective interaction between water and alkane necessary to match the experimental 

solubility data. The research community lacks a complete picture of water-alkane interactions at 

the molecular level. As discussed here, studies of water / alkane interactions must consider water 

in non-polar solvents in addition to the commonly studied non-polar solutes in water.   
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Chapter'7'

Conclusions'

The ability of a fluid to wet a surface is decided by the competition between adhesive fluid-solid 

and cohesive fluid-fluid forces. To alter the wetting properties of a surface, we need to 

understand the intermolecular interactions that affect these forces. This thesis attempts to 

understand these interactions for different aqueous mixtures close to solid surfaces. The aqueous 

mixtures studied here can be broadly divided into two categories - mixtures of polar and non-

polar molecules. For aqueous mixtures of polar molecules like alcohol, water can hydrogen bond 

to the alcohol and the competition between hydrogen bonding with alcohol and among water 

molecules defines the partitioning of molecules to the surface. While for aqueous mixtures of 

non-polar molecules like alkanes, water excludes alkanes and (under most conditions) the 

mixture splits into a water-rich phase and a water-lean phase. When this multi-phase mixture is 

present close to a surface, the phase that preferentially wets the surface is decided by the 

interactions of the surface with the different components of the mixture.  

In this thesis, we study the partitioning of different components of aqueous mixtures to surface 

and its effect on interfacial properties using a Density Functional Theory (DFT) formalism. We 

extend and apply Wertheim’s Thermodynamic Perturbation theory to describe the hydrogen 

bonding in the different aqueous systems. 

For aqueous mixtures of short alcohols, the concentration dependence of interfacial properties 

was explained by looking at the structuring of the different segments of alcohol and water close 

to a hydrophobic surface. The effect of the molecular configuration of the different alcohols (like 
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chain length and placement of the polar group) on its structuring close to the surface was 

analyzed. Strong correlation between the concentration dependence of interfacial tension in the 

system studied here and the concentration of alcohol required for mist stabilization in ultrasonic 

separation experiments was observed. This observation is important to understand the 

mechanism behind ultrasonic separation which can help optimize separation of alcohols from 

water by sonication. But the study here was for an equilibrium system and to rigorously 

understand the mechanism for ultrasonic separation, a non-equilibrium study is required. This 

can be achieved by extension of the theory to a dynamic Density Functional Theory framework. 

This extension is an interesting challenge from a theoretical stand point while also increasing the 

predictive power of the theory to a wide variety of applications.  

While the first order Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory does very well for intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding like in the water-alcohol system above, it completely ignores intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding which can lead to erroneous predictions for systems with significant 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding like glycols and proteins. In Chapter 4, the theory was 

extended to include intramolecular hydrogen bonding of associating chains in the presence of an 

explicit water-like solvent. It was found that intramolecular association is most important for 

short chains at low density, low temperature and high chain concentration. The theory, extended 

to a DFT framework, showed enhanced intramolecular association close to a hydrophobic 

surface. The aim here was to extend the theory to study the competition between intra and 

intermolecular association in these systems. The next step would be to obtain parameters and 

apply the theory to predict the properties of real systems. 
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The second part of the thesis concentrated on aqueous mixtures of non-polar molecules. In 

Chapter 5, the effect of physical conditions and surface chemistry on wetting of solid surfaces by 

representative water-oil mixtures (water-hexane and water-toluene-asphaltene) was studied. 

These simple mixtures contain a lot of physics of water-oil mixtures while being computationally 

much simpler. For a water-hexane mixture close to a titanium dioxide surface, where the water 

could associate with the surface, the surface went from being hydrophobic to hydrophilic with 

increasing surface oxide concentration. And for a high enough surface oxide concentration, 

interesting temperature dependence of surface wetting transitions was found. The surface was 

hydrophilic at low temperature, hydrophobic at intermediate temperature and hydrophilic again 

at high temperatures. This transition was explained by looking at the molecular structuring of the 

different segments close to the surface. For the water-toluene-asphaltene mixture, the asphaltene-

rich toluene phase wet the hydrophobic gold surface while the asphaltene-lean water phase wet 

the titanium dioxide surface. But for both the surfaces, the asphaltene preferentially went to the 

water-toluene liquid-liquid interface instead of adsorbing on the titanium dioxide surface. This 

observation has important implications in the oil industry where asphaltene deposition is a major 

flow assurance concern. 

While the simple representative mixtures studied in Chapter 5 gave us great insight into the 

interfacial behavior, they are still a first step towards understanding wetting of surfaces by oil-

water mixtures. To move towards a more realistic depiction of water-oil mixture, we need to 

include more information with a SARA (Saturates-Aromatics-Resins-Asphaltenes) type 

description of the oil and add salts to the water phase to mimic the brine quality of water in an oil 

reservoir. Adding salts to the system is a challenge since a sound framework to include ion 

hydration, long range ion-ion attraction and ion-ion association is difficult even for simple 
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electrolyte systems. The presence of multiple ions along with multiple solvents makes it very 

hard to model brine solutions. Another important component that has not been considered here is 

volatiles like carbon dioxide. These components not only affect the phase behavior but also have 

implications on the wetting properties of solids. 

In Chapter 5, it became clear that knowing the right solubility of different components in the 

different phase is important to understand the partitioning of the components to the surface. But 

unfortunately current simulation models for water and alkanes predict water solubility in the 

alkane phase that is an order of magnitude lower than experimental value. In Chapter 6, we show 

that to obtain the right solubility, a water attraction energy about two and a half times of what is 

used in most conventional models was required. Reasons that might be responsible for this large 

discrepancy like polarizability and octupole moment of methane and clustering of water were 

analyzed. Though neglecting these factors contributed to the errors in predicting solubility using 

conventional models, these factors did not explain the large interaction energy between water 

and alkane necessary to match the experimental solubility data. The research community lacks a 

complete picture of water-alkane interactions at the molecular level. This is still an open question 

that needs to be answered. Ab-initio calculations need to be done to understand what contributes 

to this high water-alkane interaction energy. 

7.1 Future'Directions'

This final section describes a few new directions that are interesting extensions of this work. 

7.1.1 ThreeSsite'water'model'

Since this thesis is about aqueous solutions, it is important to analyze the model used for water 

here. Water is treated in first order where the four hydrogen bonding sites (two for oxygen and 
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two for hydrogen) on water are independent of each other. While this makes the calculations fast 

(especially in DFT), it also results in the model missing some physics of real water. For example, 

the bonding at each site is independent of each other which doesn’t account for steric hindrance 

effects properly. One possible extension of the theory would be to go to higher order to account 

for the steric hindrance between adjacent bonded groups. An interesting model is a three site 

model for water where one site represents the two lone pairs of electrons on oxygen and two sites 

for hydrogen. The oxygen site can bond twice while the hydrogen sites can each bond only once. 

This model includes a lot physics of steric repulsion while being simple enough that our 

ignorance of higher order correlation functions for the reference system does not severely affect 

the predictions of the theory.  

The bonding contribution to the free energy now has to account for multiple bonding of a site 

and now the model allows for ring formation which has to be explicitly accounted for. Δ!(!) in 

equation (A.3) changes to 

Δ!(!) = !Δ!!""#$!(!) + !Δ!!""#$!(!) + !Δ!!"#$(!)  7.1 

where Δ!!""#$!(!)  is the first order contribution to bonding which is similar to equations (A.4) and 

(4.6) 

Δ!!""#$!(!) = ! !!!! 1 !!!! 2 !!!(12)!!"! (12)! 1 !(2)
!

 7.2 

Here Γ = O,H,H  is the set of all sites on the molecule. The definition of the terms is given in 

Appendix A. The second order term, which accounts for the possibility of the oxygen site 

bonding twice, is given by 
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Δ!!""#$!(!) = !12 !!!!! 1 !!!! 2 !!!!! 3 !!!(123)!!!!
! (12)!!!!

! (23)! 1 !(2)!(3)
!!!!

 
7.3 

The Mayer-f function for the first bond, !!!!
! (12), and the second bond, !!!!

! (23), have been 

defined by different values for the sake of generality. Finally, the extension to higher order also 

allows for the possibility that these water molecules form rings (which was ignored in first 

order). So Δ!!"!"(!) = Δ!!(!)!
!!!  accounts for rings of different sizes 

Δ!!(!) =
1
! ! … Δ!"!"#$ 1…! !!!!!! ! ! !

!

!!!!!!!
 

7.4 

The equations can now be solved in a similar way to first order theory (as in Appendix A) to get 

a higher order theory for water. 

7.1.2 Confined'Fluids'

Another possible direction is the study of fluids when they are confined in pores that have 

dimensions on the molecular scale. Understanding the effect of confinement has become 

important in the oil industry with an increased interest in shale oil which is present primarily in 

nanopores in rocks. It is known that the phase boundaries of the fluids are affected under 

confinement. We show an example in figure 7.1, where the phase boundaries shrink under 

confinement for an associating fluid with three association sites. It shows the change in the phase 

envelope when the fluid is confined in pores that are 5 and 10 times the molecular diameter. The 

phase diagram is constructed by matching the grand potential and chemical potential for the 

liquid and the vapor at each state point. So predicting the phase behavior in confined systems is a 

little more involved than bulk phase calculation since multiple DFT calculations have to be 

performed for each state point to obtain the equilibrium liquid and vapor[184].  
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Figure 7.1 Effect of confinement on the phase envelope for a 3-site associating fluid. The black solid 

curve is for a bulk liquid while the red circles and blue triangles show the phase envelope for the fluid 

confined in pores of width equal to 10 and 5 molecular diameters respectively.  

With a change in phase behavior, the wetting properties of the surface will also change under 

confinement. The partitioning of different components of the oil based on factors like 

hydrocarbon length, aromaticity and polarity depend now not only fluid-fluid and fluid-surface 

interactions but also on the geometry and dimensions of the pore.  !
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Appendix'A'

First'Order'Thermodynamic'Perturbation'Theory'

Wertheim’s thermodynamic perturbation theory is used to account for the hydrogen bonding or 

association in the system [38-41]. In this section we provide a brief discussion of Wertheim’s 

theory. An important aspect of Wertheim’s theory is the multi-density formalism which assigns a 

density to each bonding state of the molecules. The total density !! at given position !! is just the 

sum of density of different bonding states 

!! !! = ! !!! (!!)
!⊂Γ !

 A.1 

where !!! (!!) is the density of segment i at position r bonded at all sites included in the set !. 

For example, if Γ ! = !,!,!  then !! !! = !!!! !! + !!! !! + !!! !! + !!! !! +

!!"! !! + !!"! !! + !!"! !! + !!"#! (!!). For the development of the theory it is more useful to 

define the density parameter !. The density parameter ! bonded at ! sites is given by 

!!! !! = ! !!!
!⊂!

(!!) A.2 

The improper set !!! (!!) is included in the above sum. This density parameter is useful for the 

topological reduction [185] from a fugacity expansion to a density expansion. We tack onto a 

point which is bonded at ! sites, a weight !
Γ ! !!
! . For example, if the total set of sites on a 

segment is given by Γ ! = !,!,!,!  then a segment bonded at ! = !,!  gets a weight 

!
Γ ! !!
! !! = !!"! !! = !!! !! + !!! (!!)+ !!! (!!)+ !!"! (!!). We also have the two limiting 

conditions, !!! (!!) = !!!! (!!) and !
Γ !
! (!!) = !!!(!!). Going through the process of topological 
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reduction, Wertheim derived the contribution to the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy from 

association[41]. Here we present the form of the free energy when extended to a mixture[43]   

!!!""#$ = ! !! !! !"
!!! !!
!! !!

+ !
Γ ! !!
! !! !!! !!

!"Γ !
!!!

!(!!)
!

!!!
− Δ!(!) 

A.3 

The summation is over all the segments i in the system. !! !  is the density of segment i at 

position !! and !!! !!  is the density of segment i at position !!!that are monomers. Δ!(!) is an 

infinite set of terms that describe the various bonding conditions. If we include only the first 

order bonding term, then Δ!(!) is 

Δ!(!) = 1
2 !

Γ ! !!
! !! !!"!" !!, !! !!!!" !!, !! !Γ ! !!

! !! ! !! ! !!
!"Γ !!"Γ !

!

!!!

!

!!!
 

A.4 

where !!"!" !!, !! = [exp !!!",!"!""#$ !!, !! − !1] is the Mayer f-function and !!!!" !!, !!  is the 

monomer-monomer pair correlation function. Also, !!! !!  in equation (2.19) is defined as 

!!! !! = ! !Δ!(!)
!!

Γ ! !!
! !!

 
A.5 

So in first order !!! = 0!!"#!! ! ≥ 2 where ! !  is the number of sites in the set !. !!!  are 

related to the densities as [41] 

!!! !!
!!! !!

= !!! !!
!! ! ! !

 
A.6 

 Combining equations (A.4) and (A.5), we have 
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!!! !! = !!"!" !!, !! !!!!" !!, !! !Γ ! !!
! !! ! !!

!"Γ !

!

!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!∀! ∈ Γ 

A.7 

which simplifies equation (A.4) to 

Δ!(!) = 1
2 !Γ ! !! 1 !! 1 ! 1

!"Γ !

!

!!!
 

A.8 

We define the fraction of segments not bonded at site A as 

!!! !! =
!
Γ ! !!
! !!
!
Γ!
! !!

 
A.9 

In first order, all sites are independent of each other. So the monomer fraction is just a product of 

all fractions that a single site is not bonded  

!!! !!
!! !!

= !!! !! = !!! !!
!"Γ

 
A.10 

The assumption that all sites are independent is a fair approximation as long as long as the sites 

are far apart. There are cases where the first order approximation is a poor one. The first is if the 

sites are close to each other, then steric hindrance is important and correlation between the sites 

must be added [186, 187]. The second is the case where multiple bonds per site is possible such 

as in patchy colloids [188]. And finally in first order all ring formation has been neglected since 

ring graphs require higher order correlations. This becomes important while looking at 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding as in Chapter 4. 

Substituting equation (A.7)-(A.10) in (A.3), we have 
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!A!",!""#$[! ! ] = !!! ! !! !! !"!!!! !! − !!!

! !!
2 + !12

!∈Γ !

!

!!!
 

A.11 

It is easily seen from equations (A.2), (A.7) and (A.9) that !!! !! = 1+ !!! !!
!!

 which can 

be rewritten as 

!!! !! = 1
1+ ! !!! ! !! !! !!! !!!∈Γ !!

!!! !!"!" !!, !! !!!!" !!, !!
 

A.12 

Equation (A.11) and (A.12) can be solved simultaneously to get the fraction not bonded and free 

energy self consistently. 

Most often !!!!" !!, !!  in equation (A.12) is approximated by the reference pair correlation 

function !!!!" !!, !! = !!"#!" !!, !!  independent of bonding condition of the fluid [189]. This 

is called the single chain approximation which is a good approximation for liquids but would 

introduce errors for systems with long range order like liquid crystals [190].  
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Appendix'B'

Fractions'for'Intramolecular'Association'

B.1 Obtaining'a'relation'for'the'different'fractions'

For the chain end segments,!!!! !!  can be calculated using equation (4.9) and (4.11) 

!!! !! = !!" !! !! !! + 1!"! ! !!"#!"! ! !!" + ! ! !! !! + 1!"! ! !!
!!"#$
(!) !! + !!!!"#

(!) !! !!
 

B.1 

Multiplying and dividing the numerator by 1+ !! !!  and using equation (4.10) we get 

!!! !! = !!!"#$ !! !!!"#$ !!
!"!!,!"!!

+ 1− !!"#$(!) !!  
B.2 

where !!"#$(!) !!  is the ring fraction that is the fraction of chain molecules in ring state due to 

intramolecular association defined by equation (4.17). This simplifies equation (B.2) to 

!!! !! = !!!"#$ !! 1− !!!"#$ !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∀! = 1!&!! B.3 

For the solvent, !!! !! = 1+ !! !!
!!

. 
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B.2 Calculating'the'chemical'potential'

The bulk chemical potential can be obtained from the expression given by Wertheim [41] 

!!!!"#$ = !!" !! ! − !!!""#$(!) B.4 

where !! !  is the bulk monomer fraction of segment i. !!!""#$ ! = !Δ!! !!(!) reduces to 

!!!""#$ ! = !12 !(!) + !(!!!) !"#!(!,!!!)
!!(!)

!!!

!!!
+ !(!) 1− !!!

!"#!!"
!!(!)

!"Γ!,!"

!

!!!
 

B.5 

Since we are only interested in the bulk chemical potential of the chain we need the product of 

monomer fractions of all segments on the chain. The chain monomer fraction !!!!!"# =

!! !!
!!!  can be written as  

!!!!!"# =
!(!!!) !!!"#$(1)!"Γ!,!" !!!"#$(!)!"Γ!,!"

Δ!!!"#
!…! 1+ Δ!"(1!) !!’!"#$(1)!’!Γ!,!"!! !!’!"#$(!)!’!Γ!,!"!!!"Γ!,!"!"Γ!,!"

 
B.6 

The monomer fraction of the solvent is just !! ! + 1 = !!(!!!)!"! !!!,!" .  
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